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Research into stepped frequency continuous wave ground penetrating radar (SFCW 
GPR) at UCT has been carried out since 1990. A first generation system comprising 
of Hewlett-Packard test equipment controlled by a PC was assembled. Cavity-backed 
log spiral antennas were designed and built by the University of Stellenbosch for the 
specific use of ground penetrating radar. Measurements with the first generation system 
proved the concept of SFCW GPR and thus a dedicated second generation system was 
planned. 
A SFCW GPR system was designed to replace the first generation system. Various 
designs for transmitter and receiver configurations were investigated and those found 
most suitable were used for the implementation. 
The SFCW radar consists of a wideband CW transmitter and a coherent receiver. 
A 300-1000 MHz transmitter was constructed using varactor""tuned oscillators as fre-
quency sources. A double-sideband, low-IF receiver was constructed for the 300-
1000 MHz signal, to mix it to an IF of 10.7 MHz and I-Q demodulate it. The transmitter 
was found to operate according to specifications. The receiver was found to operate 
satisfactorily, but the dynamic range was less than expected. 
A limiting problem encountered in the first generation GPR was the large direct cou-
pling signal from the transmitter into the receiver. This large signal reduced the effec-
tive receiver dynamic range. A method of cancelling this large direct coupling signal 
was implemented, using a bi-phase modulator to generate the cancelling signal in anti-
phase to the coupling signal. A 20 dB reduction in coupling was shown. 
The system was used to measure cable lengths to within the inherent accuracy of the 
system. A metal plate target was detected by the system feeding two antenna and a 
concrete floor was detected under 1 m of sand. It was thus shown that the SFCW 
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This thesis describes the design and construction of a portable ground penetrating 
radar (GPR) using stepped frequency, UHF continuous waves. The scope of the thesis 
includes the design of a dedicated GPR2 system to replace and improve on the existing 
UCT GPRI system. The first generation GPRI system consists of Hewlett-Packard 
(HP) Test Equipment and a PC mounted in 2 shock-proof frames. The scope of the 
thesis further includes the construction of the GPR2 system from the antenna feed to 
the data acquisition. The scope of the thesis does not include the antennas in the front 
end, nor the signal processing in the final stages of the system. 
1.2 Overview 
The theory of a stepped frequency ground penetrating radar system is discussed in 
Chapter 2.1. First the basic theory of operation of a stepped frequency radar is dis-
cussed. Next, the limitations of the existing first generation equipment are shown. A 
comparison with a pulsed system is then provided. to show the strengths and weaknesses 
of a SFCW system. The theoretical requirements for the transmitter are mscussed, in-
cluding the effects of unwanted phenomena like source frequency drift. The receiver 











tion system is then provided. The feedthrough cancellation system is then discussed in 
detail in Chapter 5. 
The transmitter is discussed in Chapter 3. The transmitter is the heart of a CW 
system, since the coherency of the transmit-receive signals determines the accuracy 
of the measurements. The primary requirements for a SFCW transmitter are wide 
bandwidth, good phase noise and a fast setting time. Some of the designs that can be 
used to achieve these criteria are: 
- mUltiple oscillators to cover the complete bandwidth, 
- one higher frequency oscillator mixed down to the desired band, 
- phase locked loop design or 
- a frequency synthesizer. 
The system used for the SFCW was the 3 oscillator configuration in free running mode. 
The advantages of such a system are fast settling time, wide bandwidth and low cost. 
The disadvantages are that the stability and phase noise are not quite as good as 
desired. 
The receiver system is discussed in Chapter 4. The limitation in dynamic range with 
and without feedthrough coupling and due to noise is shown. The noise figure for 
the SFCW radar is calculated and the effect of the positioning of the amplifiers and 
mixers is shown. Bandwidth considerations are then discussed since the receiver has 
to operate over a 300-1000 MHz bandwidth. The implementation of the receiver is 
discussed, starting with the low noise RF amplifier front end. Some of the output 
power is coupled from the transmitter and mixed with the IF. This signal is amplified 
to provide sufficient power to drive the receiver mixer. The receiver mixer thus has an 
RF receive input and an RF±IF input and an IF output. This IF signal is filtered and 
amplified before being demodulated into in-phase and quadrature components. These 
measurements are sampled, converted to digital form and fed into a computer. 
The problem of feedthrough cancellation is discussed in Chapter 5. An inherent prob-
lem with continuous wave systems is the large direct feedthrough signal from the trans-
mit into the receive antenna. Conventional preventative techniques such as highly di-
rectional antennas and antenna separation cannot be used in GPR applications at UHF 
frequencies. A summary of possible techniques and specific problems to SFCW systems 
are discussed. The design for a practical feedthrough cancellation system is shown and 












Results are presented in Chapter 6. Measurements of different cable lengths and of a 
metal plate being illuminated by two cavity-backed spiral antennas are shown. The 
system is shown to detect a concrete :floor under a 1 m layer of sand. 
Conclusions and recommendations on the next generation system are made in Chap-
ter 7. The experience gained in this thesis is used to make recommendations on im-













The design of the radar system is shown in this chapter. First a brief basic theory sec-
tion is given to introduce the principle of stepped frequency radar. The relative merits 
of pulsed and SFCW systems are then discussed and the SFCW radar is found to be 
more complex, but more versatile then the pulsed system. The first generation U CT 
GPR system is discussed. This comprised of CODventionallaboratory test equipment 
mounted in transportable containers. From the limitations of this radar, system param-
eters were gleaned to form the specifications of the portable radar system. From these 
the requirements on the transmitter, receiver and cancellation system were formulated. 
2.1 Theory of Stepped Frequency Continuous Wave 
Radars 
A stepped frequency continuous wave radar determines distance information from the 
phase shift in a target-reflected signal [15]. The reader is referred to a comprehensive 
treatment of the principle of SFCW radar by Iizuka et al [15J and Freundorfer[7J. Earlier 
work was done by Fowler et al [5]. A basic block diagram of a SFCW radar is shown in 
Figure 2-1. A signal generator generates a single frequency which is transmitted into 
a propagation medium. If there is some discontinuity in the dielectric property of the 
material, a fraction of the transmitted power will be refiected back. The block diagram 
shows the simple case of a plane target. An example of such an interface woUld be the 











transmitted signal and both the magnitude and phase measurements are taken. The 
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Figure 2-1: SFCW radar with a planar target 
The transmitted signal E,e-j'lJ/t is reflected by the target at a distance d. The interface 
has some complex reflection coefficient s. The received signal is thus: 
(2.1) 
where fJ is the propagation constant of the medium. H more targets are present, the 
reflections will add up in magnitude and phase. By stepping the frequency through N 
steps and taking the Fourier transform, the individual targets can be resolved. It has 
been shown [15], [7] that the range bin spacing 4z based on the Fourier series is: 
where 4 f is the frequency step 
N is the total number of frequency steps 
f,. is the relative dielectric constant of the propagating medium 












The corresponding unambiguous range of the stepped frequency radar in a medium is 
tbs: . 
Runom = (N -l)~z (2.3) 
The required bandwidth to achieve this resolution and this unambiguous range is thus: 
B = (N -l)~/ (2.4) 
It follows that if the lowest frequency of the bandwidth is /0' the highest frequency will 
be /0 + (N -l)~/. 
2.2 Pulsed vs Stepped CW System 
A comparison of a pulsed and a stepped frequency CW system shows that the main 
differences are found in the implementation. Pulsed radars measure the time taken for 
the transmitted pulse to return to the receiver. SFCW radars measure the frequency 
response and transform this into the time domain through a Discrete Fourier Trans-
form or other transforms. The two techniques are thus equivalent through the Fourier 
Transform [7]. 
• Antenna Considerations 
In a pulsed system careful attention has to be given to the antennas, which have 
to be wide-band and non-dispersive. Multiple re:O.ections inside the antennas are 
also a common problem. 
SFCW radars are coherent and the antenna criteria are far less stringent, since 
the frequency characteristics of the antennas can easily be normalized out with 
a reference measurement . 
• Antenna Feedthrough 
Antenna feedthrough is the unwanted leakage from the transmit antenna into the 
receive antenna. Pulsed radars can easily deal with this problem by switching 











Since SFCW radars operate with continuous frequencies, both transmitter and 
receiver have to be on during the measurement time. Thus complex external 
feedthrough cancellation techniques are necessary to reduce the coupling level. 
• System Complexity 
In general, a SFCW radar system will always be more complex than an equivalent 
pulse system. An example of two such equivalent systems is given in [7]: 
A typical pulsed radar system has a peak voltage of lkV and a pulse 
width of 1.5ns. This is comparable to a SFCW radar with a bandwidth 
of 500 MHz, 64 frequency steps and an output power of 2 watts in a 
50 n system. The actual equivalent parameters for the SFCW system 
described in this thesis are a peak voltage of 907V and an equivalent 
pulse width of 2 ns. 
The main components of a pulsed system are a high voltage pulse generator 
feeding the transmit antenna and a wide band receiver on the receive antenna. 
A SFCW system requires more complex receiver and transmitter circuitry - a 
stepped frequency transmitter and a coherent receiver with a narrow-band IF are 
necessary. 
• Processing 
A SFCW radar system measures the complex frequency response by taking the in-
phase and quadrature components of the received signal. These are transformed 
into a complex time domain response which in tum can be used to obtain the 
complex reflection coefficient from the target. Since a pulsed system is incoherent, 
only the real part of the received signal can be measured. The imaginary part 
of the signal can be obtained through the use of a Hilbert Transform. However, 
SFCW radar requires only one FFT to obtain the complex target reflection coef-
ficient, whereas pulsed radar requires two FFT's to obtain the same information 
[7]. 
2.3 Description of First Generation System 
The first generation SFCW radar system consisted of a Hewlett-Packard (HP) sweep 
frequency oscillator, an HP network analyzer, an RF power amplifier and a PC. A 
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Figure 2-2: First Generation VCT SFeW GPR System 
Since the li P Network l\n .. lyZer and the PC are "'nsillvc to shock and vibrAtions, they 
had to be mounted into two shock-proof frames. Inside these frames, the Iystem could 
be tr ansported OVer rou!,:h terrain. However these frlUllCII h&d several d isadvi\lItllgcs: 
• The combined weight of the mgged shock proof mOlll1tinga lind the r&dar system 
wa.s approximately IOOk,lt and 130k, ror the two boxes. This in turn led to 
portability problems. T he radar system it~lf could not be tn.llsportoo II.way 
from a vehide, $0 long antenna c/lhle werc necesSAry for mea.surement travcr$CS. 
Measurements were only possib)" in I!.reM accessible by motor vchicle. 
• A motor vehicle or IIny other III,!" metal object close 1.0 the meUurillll: site could 
afl'<!Ct the mea.surernents llIll es:a: the IUltennu hlld an excellent ftont·to-b ack ratio. 
• " 220 V AC ,;eller&tor .... AS neceu.\ry to po .... er the III' equipment and th" PC. 
Further du ..... backs ansin,; from the aduM III' equipment .. -ere: 
• Th" set tlin,; time of the si,;nM ,;enerat.oT " "&.I 3OOml. T hi! made me.uuremenll 
slow. 
• A pbMC hYS1".""is in the net .. 'Otk AD&l)'1er made ll«ur&le phase meuuremenls 











The second generation system should improve on these problems and these problems 
with the first generation system were incorporated into the system specifications. 
2.4 System Specifications 
The second generation stepped frequency continuous wave radar system should attempt 















< 1 second per scan 
at least +20 dBm 
< 60 dBc Harmonics and Spurii 
60 dB 
20 dB 
< 20 kg 
by rechargeable battery 
fitted onto antennas 
Table 2.1: Transmitter Parameter Requirements 
Each of these specifications generated specific requirements for the transmitter, receiver 
and cancellation circuits. Both the specifications and the system requirements are 
discussed in the subsequent sections. 
2.5 Transmitter Requirements 
2.5.1 Bandwidth 
To achieve adequate resolution, a wide bandwidth is necessary for SFCW GPR (Sec-
tion 2.1). The frequencies best suited for ground penetration are 100-1000 MHz [15], 
although the cut-off frequencies of this range can vary with soil type. Cavity-backed 











Since the antennas have a lower frequency cutoff of 300 MHz, the required transmitter 
bandwidth was limited to the range 300-1000 MHz. In soil with a dielectric constant 
E,. = 4, this 700 MHz bandwidth provides a resolution of: 
~ = c _ 3·1oam/s = Hcm 
2By'i; 2 . 700 . 106Hz· v'4 (2.5) 
Often the resolution required does not make the full 700 MHz bandwidth necessary. 
The frequency range chosen for a specific application depends on the ground character-
istics. For example, to achieve a resolution of 20cm in soil with f,. = 16, the required 
bandwidth is: 
B = c = 3 ·loam/s = 188MHz 
2~y'i; 2 . 0.2m . v'i6 (2.6) 
Thus although the full 700 MHz bandwidth will often not be used, the system was 
designed for a 700 MHz bandwidth to provide the possible application to a wide range 
of soil types and resolution requirements. 
2.5.2 Frequency Resolution (Step Size) 
The unambiguous range of the radar depends on the number of steps taken and the 
bandwidth used (Section 2.1). The resolution to which the frequency of the transmitter 
can be set thus determines how many steps can be taken in a bandwidth. Since a DFT 
has to be performed on the data, only powers of 2 (N =~) number of steps are generally 
taken. However, zero-padding can be used to extend any arbitrary number of frequency 
steps into a power of 2. The unambiguous range required for a specific application can 
be found by calculating at what range the return from a target in the lossy medium 
will no longer be visible. 
For the above example of a bandwidth of 700 MHz, a dielectric constant of f,. = 4 and 
128 steps, the unambiguous range R is: 
R = C • (N -1) = 3 .1oam/s .127 = 13.6m (2.7) 
2By'i; 2 . 700 . 106Hz· v'4 












plications. Using a minimum step size of 2 MHz and the maximum bandwidth of 
700 MHz, an unambiguous range of 37 m will be obtained. This is sufficient even for 
optimum penetration depths (Le. optimum soil types) and was thus chosen as a criteria 
for the transmitter. 
2.5.3 Frequency Accuracy 
A constant error in frequency over the measurement bandwidth does not degrade per-
formance since the resolution and unambiguous range do not depend on the actual 
frequencies, but rather on the bandwidth and the step size. However, an error in the 
frequency step size will cause a limit in the dynamic range of the time domain plot after 
Fast Fourier Transform processing. The effect of step size error on the time domain 
plot was simulated by the following procedure: A gaussian distribution was used to 
model the frequency accuracy with a standard deviation equal to the frequency error. 
A single target was located exactly on a range bin thus fitting the Fourier series model 
for the ideal case. The time domain dynamic range was then found through an FFT. 
Successive iterations showed that a standard deviation of no more than 10 kHz was 
required for a 2 MHz step and a 60 dB dynamic range in the time domain. 
2.5.4 Frequency Stability and Phase Noise 
Frequency stability can be defined as the degree to which an oscillator produces the 
same frequency throughout a specified period of time [10]. The equation for a single 
frequency exhibiting phase noise and frequency instability is shown below in Equa-
tion 2.8: 
Vet) = Yo(t)sin[wt + 6.~/tl(t) + 6.~pn(t) + 6.~.(t)] 
where Yo = nominal amplitude 
w = nominal frequency 
6.~/tl(t) = frequency drift (long term instability) 
6.~pn(t) = phase noise (Short term instability) 












The long term instability is the amount of frequency drift mostly due to temperature. 
This frequency change is too slow to have an effect on the frequency within one mea-
surement time. Since the measurement of depth and the resolution do not depend on 
the actual frequencies used, but on the bandwidth and the number of steps, a gradual 
frequency drift is inconsequential for a SFCW application. 
Most detrimental to the measurements is the frequency changes in the time that it takes 
for the wave to propagate to the target and back. The maximum penetration depth 
in ice can be as much as 300 m (Subsection 2.5.2). The phase propagation time for a 
target at a distance 300 m in air is 11'8. The corresponding phase noise offset would 
thus be 1 MHz. The phase noise at this offset is generally well below -100 dBc [10] 
and should thus not effect the measurements in this way. For any ground probing 
applications, the maximum propagation distance will be well below 300 m. 
The short term instability or phase noise is the amount of frequency change in within 
a measurement time. For a measurement time of 10 IDS, the corresponding phase noise 
offset would be 100 Hz. The sources of random sideband noise include thermal noise, 
shot noise and flicker noise. This instability determines the minimum bandwidth that 
can be used in the IF stage and thus puts a limit on the possible noise performance 
of the system. The phase noise will thus limit the coherency, phase accuracy and 
bandwidth of the IF section. 
2.5.5 Time per Scan 
The radar has to step through N frequencies for a single scan. In order to make long 
traverses feasible, the time taken for each scan has to be minimized. The time per scan 
for the transmitter is the actual measurement time plus N times the settling time of 
the oscillator. The HP Oscillator used for the prototype system quoted a settling time 
of 300 ms. Thus a 300 ms wait-state had to be inserted for each frequency step before 
measurements could be taken. Thus for N=l28 frequency steps, the total time lost due 
to oscillator settling is: 
t.can = 300m8 . 128 = 40" (2.9) 
H the settling time can be reduced to be minimal with respect to the measurement 











settling time chosen was 1 DlB. This is easily obtainable with varactor, hyper-abrupt or 
YIG-tuned oscillators. A typical Varactor-tuned oscillator can be swept over the entire 
frequency range in less than 1ps I1]. 
2.5.6 Output Power 
The choice of output power of the transmitter is a trade-off between achieving greater 
penetration and a better signal-to-noise ratio against the maximum direct feedthrough 
power into the receiver without desensitization. The maximum output power can be 
calculated by adding antenna feedthrough isolation to the maximum receiver input 
power. Any feedthrough cancellation would thus increase the maximum transmitter 
output power and thus the effective dynamic range of wanted signals. 
The feedthrough isolation from the transmit into the receive antenna for cavity backed 
spiral antennas was measured to be 30 dB. For a maximum receiver input of -20 dBm 
and a cancellation of 10 dB, the maximum transmit power is 20 dBm. 
2.5.7 Spectral Purity 
The frequency spectrum of an ideal SFCW transmitter at anyone frequency step 
consists of only that one frequency. However any real oscillator will have some spurious 
frequencies and harmonic frequencies in the output. Since the transmit signal is used to 
mix with the received signal in the receiver, any unwanted frequencies in the transmit 
signal will also be received. 
The wide tuning bandwidth needed for a SFCW transmitter makes it extremely difficult 
to filter out all harmonics and spurii to the desired level. The effect of transmitting 
more than one frequency is that a phase error will be introduced. By setting the 
minimum difference between the carrier level and any unwanted frequencies to greater 











2.6 Receiver Requirements 
2.6.1 Bandwidth 
The RF section of the receiver has to cover the band 300-1000 MHz. Since the system 
can be calibrated, g&in flatness over the entire bandwidth is not of primary importance. 
However large variations will cause a increase in the noise figure for those regions with 
less g&in. This will cause a corresponding loss in dynamic range. 
The IF bandwidth is limited by the frequency stability of the transmitter and the 
minimum system noise is limited by the IF bandwidth. The minimum IF bandwidth 
to cover transmitter instability should thus be used. 
2.6.2 Dynamic Range 
The dynamic range is the range of input signal levels that can be detected within 
noise floor and the 1 dB compression point of the receiver. The dynamic range of the 
HP8410 network analyzer was approximately 60 dB. The design criteria for the receiver 
was thus chosen to attempt to achieve the same 60 dB dynamic range or to improve 
on it. 
2.7 Feedthrough Cancellation Requirements 
Direct coupling between the transmit and receive antennas of continuous wave rada.rs 
limits the dynamic range of the receiver by inserting a large unwanted signal into the 
receiver front-end. This coupling signal is typically 20 dB above the strongest target 
reflection. 
Pulsed radar systems overcome this direct coupling problem by time-domain gating 
the receiver. Since the wanted signal is of the same frequency as the coupling, filters as 
in doppler rada.rs cannot be used. Thus the only solution is to add some vector to the 
received signal which will cancel the large coupling feedthrough. Various techniques 











can extend these techniques to allow cancellation over octave or greater bandwidths. 
Some of the techniques that will be discussed involve digita.! control of coupling reduc-
tion, cancellation at IF and RF sections and feedback techniques to take into a.ccount 
ageing of the antenna and other components. 
The only requirement for the feedthrough cancellation system wa.s in the cancellation 
depth that could be achieved with the circuit. The amount of cancellation that can 
be achieved depends on how accurately the cancella.tion vector can be controlled in 
amplitude and pha.se. The maximum cancellation (C) that can be obtained for a signa.! 
with a phase error, ll.t/J and an amplitude error, ll. V is given by Equation 2.10 
(2.10) 
Thus a cancellation depth of 40 dB could be achieved with a cancellation circuit that 













The transmitter is the heart of a CW system, since the coherency of the transmit-receive 
signals determines the accuracy of the measurements. The primary requirements for 
a SFCW transmitter used in this application are wide bandwidth, good frequency 
accuracy, good phase noise and a fast settling time. Some of the designs that can be 
used to achieve these criteria are: 
• Using multiple oscillators to cover the required bandwidth 
• Using one higher frequency oscillator mixed down to the desired band. 
• Using either of the above techniques in a phase locked loop design 
• Using a frequency synthesizer 
The system used for the SFCW was the multiple oscillator configuration in free running 
mode. The advantages of such a system include a fast settling time, wide bandwidth 
and low cost. The disadvantages are that the stability and phase noise are not quite 











3.1 Transmitter Designs 
3.1.1 3 Oscillator Design 
Voltage-tuned oscillators at UHF frequencies are only available with a 40-50% band-
width of the centre frequency. It is thus necessary to use 3 oscillators to cover the desired 
range from 300-1000 MHz. A transmitter design covering the range 300-1000 MHz is 
shown in Figure 3-1. 
Figure 3-1: Transmitter using three UHF Oscillator 
Three varactor-tuned oscillators are used to cover the frequency range 300-1000 MHz. 
The output of each oscillator is RF coupled to an appropriate filter to reduce the 
harmonic level. The three signals are combined with two power combiners. 
Generating the frequencies with oscillators at the wanted frequencies rather than trans-
mitter designs that use higher frequencies or synthesizers has the following advantages: 
- no mixer products 
- only known spurii from the oscillator 
- each oscillator can be filtered individually 
However it does have the disadvantage that multiple oscillators are needed to cover the 
frequency range with the associated switching circuits. The desired oscillator can be 











Switching the supply voltage of the oscillators has the advantage that only one oscillator 
is running at anyone time, preventing leakage from the other 2 oscillators into the 
transmit path. Most oscillators require a warm-up time during which they exhibit 
the most frequency drift. A switched supply system has the disadvantage that before 
and in between scans, all veos must be driven in order to keep them at operating 
temperature. 
Switching the RF has the advantage that all 3 oscillatorS are at operating temperature 
where frequency drift will be minimal. However, RF switches are costly and provide 
an attenuation of approximately 40 dB. Thus some signal would be fed from the 2 
unwanted oscillators into the transmit path. 
Harmonics and spurious responses degrade the system performance and the optimal 
solution would be to implement a narrow band-pass tracking filter. The bandwidth of 
the filter should be as narrow as possible traded off against tracking speed. However, 
the filter would have to operate over the entire 300-1000 MHz bandwidth. This range 
could be split up into various parallel tracking filters, but the expensive and complexity 
of such a filtering system is beyond the scope of the project. 
Spurious frequencies inside the tuning range cannot be filtered out, since any non-
tracking filters would interfere with the desired signal. The oscillators thus have to 
be chosen to have an acceptable spurious level. Harmonics from frequencies below 
500 MHz fall into the desired frequency range. These can only be filtered out by 
having a filter for each oscillator before the signals are combined. Since the oscillators 
operate over less than an octave bandwidth, sufficient attenuation at the harmonic 
frequencies can be obtained with a low-pass filter. 
3.1.2 Single Oscillator Design 
A single higher frequency oscillator with at least 700 MHz bandwidth can be mixed 
down to give a 300-1000 MHz output frequency range in a single sweep. Such a design 
can be seen in Figure 3-2. 
In this design, the VTO-8150 which has a frequency range of 1.5-2.2 GHz is mixed 
down with a frequency of 1.2 GHz to provide a frequency range from 300-1000 MHz. 
The local oscillator frequency can also be used in the receiver to mix the received signal 











Figure 3-2: Transmitter using a Single L-Band Oscillator mixed down to UHF frequen-
cies 
1 GHz bandwidth, the above design can be easily be modified to provide an output 
frequency range of 100-1000 MHz. 
Such a system would not require the switching circuit of a multi-oscillator approach. 
It would also simplify the control and tuning. However, a more stable tuning voltage 
would be required to obtain 2 MHz step sizes. 
The second harmonic of the L-band oscillator is at 3 GHz. When this is mixed down 
with the 1.4 GHz LO, the resulting frequencies fall well outside the desired frequency 
range. Thus a single 1 GHz low-pass filter after the mixer is sufficient to filter out all 
the harmonics. 
The major disadvantage of this single oscillator approach is the mixer in the transmit 
path. Any unwanted mixer products that fall into the wanted bandwidth cannot be 
filtered out. 
3.1.3 Phase-locked Loop Design 
Phase-locking the transmitter has the advantage of eliminating long term frequency 
drift and tuning without the need of a linearizer. A phase locked design could be 
used in both the 3 oscillator and the single oscillator design. Figure 3-3 shows a PLL 
implementation using the VTO-8030 varactor-tuned oscillator. 
This design shows a VTO-8030 oscillator locked to a 1 MHz reference. The output of 
the oscillator has to be divided by 300-400 in 1 MHz steps to set the desired frequency. 
The frequency and phase difference between the divided signal and the reference is seen 
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Figure 3-3: Transmitter showing one of the 3 Phase-Locked Loops 
this function provided that both RF and LO inputs are driven at the same level. This 
output is low-pass filtered to provide loop stability and then used to tune the veo 
through a voltage driver. 
Some advantages of a PLL design include: 
- long term frequency drift is eliminated 
- exact tuning curve of veos does not have to be known 
Some disadvantages of a PLL design: 
- added complexity and cost 
- no improvement in phase noise 
- added lock-on time 
- difficulty of keeping lock over such a wide bandwidth 
The disadvantages of the PLL design can thus be seen to be severe, whereas the ad-
vantages are not significant for this stepped frequency radar application. 
3.1.4 Frequency Synthesizer Design 
A frequency synthesizer is the ideal SFeW transmitter in terms of frequency stability 
and reproducibility. The frequency can be made highly stable and accurate at the cost 
of increasing complexity. This design has been widely used in stepped frequency radar 
applications. Iizuka. et al [15] and Uratsuka. et al [25] used a two synthesizer system, 
where one synthesizer was used in the transmitter and another to follow the transmit 
signal offset by the IF. The block diagram of the system used by U ratsuka. [251 is shown 











Figure 3-4: Block diagram of Step-Frequency Radar System used by Uratsuka et al 
In this step frequency radar system, a frequency synthesizer, controlled by a PC, is used 
as a transmitter and another synthesizer is used to generate a replica of the transmit 
frequency offset by the IF. This signal is used in the receiver. 
A frequency synthesizer is too costly and complex for this project and was mentioned 











3.2 Hardware Design 
The three-oscillator design shown in Figure 3-5 was used for the transmitter. It consists 
of 3 varactor tuned oscillators covering the range from 300-1000 MHz switched through 
the power supply. The outputs of these oscillators are individually filtered and then 
combined into one transmit output. 
Figure 3·5: Transmitter using three UHF Oscillator 
This design was chosen for the following reasons: 
• Varactor·tuned oscillators to cover this range were readily available. These 0s-
cillators had the required bandwidth, low phase noise, low spurious level and a 
medium output power. 
• The harmonics can easily be filtered out by using dedicated filters for each yeo. 
• The output does not have any mixer products. 
A single oscillator approach was not used because of the unwanted mixer products in 
the output. The phase-locked loop approach was not used since the benefits of less 
frequency drift and simpler tuning were outweighed by the added complexity, cost and 
potential instability of such a system. The implementation of a frequency synthesizer 












To obtain the 300-1000 MHz bandwidth, 3 varactor~tuned A vantek oscillators were 
used. These oscillators are tuned by varying the voltage across a varactor diode. The 
varactor diode thus acts as a volt~va.riable capacitor in a microstripline resonator. 
The oscillators have an extremely fast tuning speed which is limited mainly by the 
output impedance of the tuning voltage driver. The measured parameters are shown 
in Table 3.1. 
Model Number VTO~8030 VTO-8040 VTO-8030 
Frequency Range GHz 300-400 MHz 400-600 MHz 600-1000 MHz 
Power Output into 500 +11 dBm +13dBm +13 dBm 
Power Output Variation ±1 dB ±1 dB ±1 dB 
Tuning Voltage @ Low Freq. 2.5 V 2.5 V 2.1 V 
Tuning Voltage @ High Freq. 23.7 V 47.7 V 42.0 V 
All Harmonics -20 dBc -19 dBc ~17 dBc 
Spurious Output -65 dBc -62 dBc -61 dBc 
Phase noise 50kHz from carrier ~114 dBc/Hz -114 dBc/Hz ~110 dBc/Hz 
Table 3.1: Varactor-tuned Oscillator Specifications 
The actual frequency ranges that these oscillators could be tuned to typically extended 
10% below the low frequency limits shown above. The tuning voltages are the actual 
voltages required to achieve the low and high frequency limits shown. The harmonic 
levels are quite high and thus need to be filtered. The spurious levels are at least 
60 dB below the carrier which is acceptable. The phase noise according to specification 
is very low. These exact m asurements could not be confirmed due to lack of noise 
performance equipment. 
All three veos had markedly different tuning curves. The tuning curve of the VTO~ 
S030, shown in Figure 3-6, has a relatively constant slope making it possible to step the 
frequency with a low number of bits in the D / A which generates the control voltage 
from a PC. The exact number of bits required are calculated in Subsection 3.2.2. 
The VTO-S040 tuning curve, seen in Figure 3-7, has a much greater variation in slope. 
This means that a larger number of bits are required to step the frequency accurately 
over this range. 

















































also be seen to vary significantly. At this higher frequency, the curve is a great deal 
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Figure 3-8: VTO-8060 Tuning Curve 
3.2.2 Oscillator Tuning Circuit 
The varactor-tuned oscillator require a driving voltage range of +2V to +45V. Since 
the voltage is controlled from aD/A, the 0-5V level has to be translated to 2-50V. The 






Figure 3-9: Tuning Circuit 
The resistor R2 provides the feedback path and the gain of the circuit is thus R2/Rl. 
The opamp CA3140 was chosen because it can be operate from a single supply. Thus 
only a + 15V and a +50V supply is needed. Ql and Q2 are complimentary NPN and 











The number of bits required in the D / A can be calculated by using the flattest slope of 
the tuning voltages for the three oscillators. The flattest slope of the three tuning curves 
is at the low frequency end (approximately at 400 MHz) of the VTO-8040 oscillator. 
The tuning slope at this point is 29 m V /MHz. Thus the control voltage has to be 
adjustable to 58 m V to facilitate 2 MHz steps in this region. The voltage per bit for a 
50 V tuning signal for different numbers of bits is: 
(3.1) 
where dV is the voltage per bit and N is the number of bits. Thus at least 12 bits 
(which give a dV of 12.2 mY) are required. This would result in a maximum frequency 
error of 200 kHz (or 10%) due to quantization. 
3.2.3 Switching Circuit 
The 3 oscillators were switched by controlling the supply voltage rather than by RF 
switches. This method was used because of the advantage of eliminating all feedthrough 
from the unwanted oscillators and the lower cost. The transmitter would therefore need 
a warm-up time and the ability to have all three oscillators running together. 
The 3 oscillators have to be switched with TTL logic in order to be PC-controllable. 
Since the following transmitter states have to be possible, 3 logic lines are needed to 
control the oscillators. 
- All oscillators OFF 
- Anyone oscillator ON 
- All oscillators ON 
Analogue switches could not be used to switch the supply and control voltages because 
the supply draws 50 mA and the control can be as high as 50 V. Both these values 
exceed the specifications for the available analogue switches. Thus transistor driven 
reed relays were used. The circuit is shown in Figure 3-10. 
This circuit was used to in triplicate to switch the three VCOs. The IC transistor 
package CA3081 containing 6 NPN transistors was used. R1limits the current into the 











Figure 3-10: Switching Circuit 
feedthrough. Switching the voltage at the base causes a 5V drop &Cross the 1400 coil. 
This switches both the tuning and supply voltage to the VCO. Decoupling capacitors 
were used dose to the entry point onto the PCB and again dose to the VCO. The RF 
output was RF -coupled through a 10 nF surface-mount capacitor. 
3.2.4 Filters and Power Combiners 
The following Mini-Circuits low-pass filters were used to reduce the harmonic levels of 
the oscillator outputs: 
Model Number PLP-450 PLP-600 PLP-lOOO 
Corresponding Oscillator VTO-8030 VTO-8040 VTO-8060 
Passband (loss<ldB) DC-400 MHz DC-580 MHz DC-900 MHz 
Cutoft' Frequency (loss=3dB) 440 MHz 640 MHz 990 MHz 
Required Bandwidth 300-400 MHz 400-600 MHz 600-1000 MHz 
Stopband MHz (loss>2OdB) 580-750 840-1120 1340-1750 
Stopband MHz (loss>4OdB) 750-1800 1120-2000 1750-2000 
2nd Harmonic MHz 600-800 800-1200 1200-2000 
VSWR in Passband (Typ) 1.7:1 1.7:1 1.7:1 
VSWR in Stopband (Typ) 18:1 18:1 18:1 
Table 3.2: Low pass filter specifications 











frequency except in the case of the VTO-8060 VCO, where the last 10 MHz experience 
a loss of more than 3 dB. The 2nd harmonics are seen to be attenuated by at least 
20 dB over most of the frequency range. 
Since the output power level of the VTO-8030 VCO was approximately 3dB below the 
level of the other two VCOs, the signals from the VTO-8040 and the VTO-8060 were 
combined first. This provided an output power fiatness of about 3dB over the entire 
tuning range. Although this fiatness is not a requirement since calibration will provide 
a reference signal, it simplifies the receiver design and performance. 
The high VSWR in the stopband of the filter means that the harmonics and spurii 
that fall into the stopband are reflected back into the oscillator. This is not desirable 
since it can a.ffect the performance of the oscillator. The solution would be to insert 
a 6dB attenuator between the oscillator and the filter. This would provide a 12dB 
return loss to the reflections. However, this problem was only found after construction 
of the transmitter and thus not rectified. The oscillators were observed to operate 
satisfactorily without the attenuator. 
3.2.5 Board Layout 
The printed circuit board layout for the RF section of the transmitter is shown in 
Figure 3-11. Decoupling capacitors can be seen at both the supply and tuning voltage 
inputs to each of the oscillators. From the RF output pin of each oscillator, a 500 
microstrip line feeds into a 1 nF surface-mount feedthrough capacitor (not shown). 
Then follows the appropriate Mini-Circuits low-pus filter for each oscillator. The 
filtered VTO-8040 and VTO-8060 outputs are combined and then combined with the 
filtered VTO-8030 output. The microstrip bends were designed with Touchstone to 
give a fiat frequency response. 
Most of the unused space on the track-side of the board was covered with copper 
conductor, leaving enough space (100 mils) to minimize coupling to the microstrip 
lines. The component side of the board was one continuous ground plane and joined 
to the top ground plane by numerous through connections (not shown in Figure 3-11). 
The layout of the switching circuit is not as critical as that of the RF section. Ground 
planes and decoupling capacitors were used to minimize RF contamination of these sig-











Figure 3-11: RF section of the transmitter board 
switch'!l and ~he rad rclays. This was done 110 thal only the fol1m:ing input signals 
aud ,·oltagl:"l are ncceua.ry: 
- + 15V Supply (200 rnA) 
- O·50V Tuniug Signal (- lpA) 
- 3 Digital switching lines 
There is a tingle .son nNe connector for the RF output of ~he transmitter. A photo-
graph of the cornplel.C transmitter i.shown in Figure 3-12. 











3.3 Transmitter Performance 
The performance of the transmitter was evaluated with a spectrum analyzer. The 
spectral purity was observed by sweeping the transmitter over the entire range and 
observing the maximum harmonic and spurious levels. The phase noise was measured 
by directly viewing the signal over a narrow bandwidth. Phase jitter was found to be 
present in the varactor tuned oscillators. 
3.3.1 Spectral Purity 
The level of harmonics and spurii at the output of transmitter where observed on a 
spectrum analyzer. A typical frequency spectrum showing the harmonic levels is in 
Figure 3-13. 
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Figure 3-13: Frequency Spectrum of transmitted signal 
The second harmonic is 45 dB below the carrier, the third harmonic is 57 dBc and 
the fourth harmonic is 61 dBc. No spurious responses can be seen for this particular 
frequency. Over the frequency range, harmonics were observed to be at least 40 dB 











3.3.2 Phase Noise 
The only available method of measuring the phase noise of the transmitter was by 
measuring the phase noise directly with a spectrum analyzer. This method is only 
useful to get an approximate indication of the veo phase noise. The equipment for 
accurate phase noise measurement was not available. 
The output of the VTO-8030 veo was observed for a single spectrum analyzer sweep 
as shown in Figure 3-14. 
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Figure 3-14: Spectrum Analyzer phase noise measurement (BW = 50 kHz) 
The phase noise within 10 kHz of the signal can be seen in this plot. Further out, 
the measurement is contaminated by system noise, with is generated in the spectrum 
analyzer. The same frequency was then observed over a 20 kHz bandwidth and the 
display was averaged 100 times. The phase noise plot is shown in Figure 3-15: 
A phase noise level of -60 dBc at 10 kHz offset can be seen in this plot. Phase noise 
cannot be measured at any larger frequency offsets since the noise floor of the spectrum 
analyzer is at -70 dBm. 
3.3.3 Frequency Jitter 
An unwanted phenomena that was observed was a frequency jitter on the transmit 
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Figure 3-15: Spectrum Analyzer phase noise measurement (BW =20 kHz) 
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In order to show this' frequency jitter, the spectrum analyzer was set to hold the 
maximum signal. The signal was allowed too add up over several seconds to obtain 
the extremities of the frequency jitter. The signal was seen to jump around erratically 
within the 40 kHz bandwidth seen above. Since this bandwidth is only 0.01% of the 
center frequency, the effect of this phenomena can be taken to be negligible. At the 
low frequency end of the oscillators, this 40 kHz jitter translated to a 0.8 m V RMS 
noise on the tuning voltage. Possible noise sources include the D / A converter and the 
level shifting circuit. 
3.3.4 Frequency Accuracy 
The frequency accuracy was seen to be dependant on two main factor: firstly the error 
due to the limited voltage step available by the 12-bit D/ A and secondly thermal drift 
of the veos. The error due to the limited step size was measured have a standard 
deviation of 80 kHz. The thermal drift error could be separated into 2 components: a 
constant error in frequency to the entire range and the devia.tion at each frequency step 
on top of this constant. The constant offset was measured to drift by up to 200 kHz 
once the veos had been allowed to warm up. The standard deviation on top of this 
offset given the initial step size error was measured to be a maximum of 20 kHz. 
T~e constant error due to the thermal effect does not degrade performance, since 
the resolution and unambiguous range do not depend on the actual frequencies, but 
rather on the bandwidth and the step size. The effective maximum frequency step 
error can thus be calculated by adding the error due to the D / A quantization to the 
deviation of the thermal offset. The accuracy of the frequency is thus to within 100 kHz. 
The dynamic range that can be achieved in the time domain through the FFT for a 
frequency step error of 100 kHz at 2 MHz steps was calculated to be 45 dB. Thus the 













The SFCW receiver requires a multi-octave RF front-end which mixes down to a nar-
row band IF system. The flatness of the receiver frequency response over the entire 
bandwidth is not critical, since any deviations can be calibrated with a reference mea-
surement. However, large variations in gain will affect the system noise performance 
and dynamic range. Four possible RF front-end designs are discussed: 
• Single Low IF Receiver 
• Receiver using the Single VCO Transmitter 
• Receiver using a Higher and a Lower IF 
• Frequency Synthesizer Receiver 
The RF bandwidth from 300 to 1000 MHz has to be mixed to some IF at which it can 
be filtered. The IF signal must then be detected in quadrature so as to obtain the full 
signal information of the received frequency. Three methods of obtaining the in-phase 
and quadrature components of the received frequency are shown: 
• Conventional I-Q Detection 
• Switched I-Q Detection 











Weighing up the relative merits of these designs resulted in a receiver design using 
a single low IF mixing system and conventional I-Q detection. The receiver block 
diagram and the receiver performance calculations demonstrate that this system can 
perform to specification. The RF and IF implementation is then documented in detail. 
Measurements of receiver performance follow. 
4.1 Receiver Front-end Designs 
The choice of intermediate frequency can be classified into three bands relative to the 
operating bandwidth B which extends from 300 MHz to 1 GHz: 
• A lower IF can be used where fro < 300 MHz. In this case the sum and difference 
bands would always overlap and thus can not be separated. Both bands are thus 
present in the mixing signal. 
• An in-band IF could be used where 300 MHz < fro < 1 GHz. In this case the 
difference band would span DC and thus is of no use in the mixing signal. The 
sum band would thus have to be filtered and used exclusively. (The frequency 
separation between sum and difference is 2fLO - 700 MHz below 650 MHz and 
600 MHz above 650 MHz.) 
• A higher IF can be used where fLO > 1 GHz. Here either or both of the sum and 
difference bands can be used in the mixing signal. The frequency separation is a 
constant 600 MHz independent of fLO. 
Anyone or combination of these IF frequencies can be chosen in the receiver. The sum 
and difference band considerations fall away in the case where the mixing signal is not 
generated by mixing fro by a reference of the transmitted signal. 
4.1.1 Single and Double Sideband Systems 
The receiver can be used as either a single- or double sideband system. In a single 
sideband configuration only one sideband of the mixing signal fTIT: ± !Lo is used. A 
double side-band system uses both fTIT: + fLO and fTIT: - fLO sidebands. The actual 











The IF signal of a single-sideband system is shown below (from Appendix A.I): 
(4.1) 
where v,. and 6,. are the magnitude and the phase of the received signal, Lmi:e is the 
insertion loss of the mixer and 6, is the phase error due to the reference signal path. 
Thus it can be seen that v,. and 6,. are modulated onto the magnitude and phase of the 
IF respectively. Detecting the IF in magnitude-phase or I-Q yields the complex signal 
information by which the time-domain plot can be obtained through the complex Fut 
Fourier transform. 
The implementation of a single-sideband system involves the difficult task of rejecting 
one of the sidebands over a bandwidth of 700 MHz. At IF frequencies below 300 MHz, a 
single-sideband modulator could be used, but these are extremely difficult to construct 
over wide bandwidths. At IF frequencies of more than 650 MHz, the difference band 
could be rejected with a high pass filter. Thus a single-sideband system is only feuible' 
for a first IF of 650 MHz or greater. 
In a double-sideband system, both sidebands are used to drive the receiver mixer and 
the resultant IF signal can be shown (Appendix A.l) to be: 
VIF = Lv,., oos(6,. - 6.)sin(wIFt) 
ml:ll 
(4.2) 
Thus both the magnitude and phase (v,. and 6,.) of the received signal are modulated 
onto the amplitude of the IF and there is no information in the IF phase. In addition, a 
3 dB improvement in signal strength can be seen in the double-sideband system, since 
the sideband products are added. However, the average IF signal will remain the same 
because of the sinusoidal variation in amplitude. The IF signal can thus be detected 
in magnitude only. However the unambiguous range is halved through the real FFT. 
The implementation of a double-sideband system does not involve any additional filter-
ing as in the single-sideband case. The reference mixer output can be used to drive the 
receive mixer directly. However, the IF frequencies which can be used in this system 
are limited to outside the 300-1000 MHz bandwidth. Thus either a lower or higher IF 











4.1.2 Single Low IF Receiver 
A single IF stage at a frequency below the operating bandwidth can be used as a 
receiver system. An example of such a receiver with an IF of 10.7 MHz is shown in 
Figure 4-1. This receiver design could be used with any type of transmitter, since the 






Figure 4-1: Receiver using a single low IF 
A reference of the transmitted frequency is mixed with the local oscillator frequency 
fLO « fmin)' This RF mixing signal is then used to drive the receiver mixer. Thus 
the received frequency fRz is mixed by fTr& ± fLO, the transmit frequency offset by the 
IF frequency. The output of the receiver mixer will consist of the two difference terms 
added at the IF and the two sum terms which are rejected by the IF filter. The IF 
frequency is then detected by a quadrature detector. 
The advantages of the system are the simplicity of the design and the ready availability 
of oscillators, narrow-band filters and I-Q detectors for the HF and UHF frequency 
range. 
However, since the reference signal is mixed with the IF, unwanted mixer products 
will be present in the mixing signal. The wideband nature of the receiver makes it 
impossible to filter out any products in the pass band and these will mix with the 
received signal. This means that unwanted products will fall into the IF bandwidth 
and distort the I-Q measurements. 











signal (fTII: ± fLO) because of the wide bandwidth of the system. Thus the received 
frequency fHz is always mixed by two frequencies offset from the transmit frequency 
by ±fLO. Consequently twice the image noise will enter the receiver and the number 
of unwanted mixer products is further increased. 
4.1.3 Receiver using the Single VCO Transmitter 
H a single higher frequency VCO is used in the transmitter (Subsection 3.1.2), the veo 
output can be used direCtly in the receiver. The block diagram for a system in this 
configuration is shown in Figure 4-2. 
Figure 4-2: Receiver utilizing a higher IF 
A stabilized oscillator is used in the transmitter to mix the higher VCO frequency 
range down to the required bandwidth of 300-1000 MHz. Only this lower side--band 
is transmitted, having passed through a low-pass filter in the transmit path. In the 
receiver, the veo output can be mixed with the received signal to a high IF. 
A major advantage of using a higher frequency veo in this configuration is that the 
RF mixing signal is as spectrally pure as the VCO. It has not passed through any 
mixer and thus no unwanted mixer products are present in the signal driving the RF 
mixer. Furthermore, since only One frequency is driving the RF mixer at any time, the 
image--noise entering the receiver is minimized. 
The signal can then be mixed down to a second lower IF stage for detection or detected 
at the high IF. Accurate I-Q detection at the frequencies above 1 GHz is difficult and 











is needed to minimize the system noise b&D.dwidth &D.d this is more easily realized at 
lower frequencies. Thus the system complexity is increased. 
4.1.4 Two IF Stage up/down Receiver 
A possible receiver design utilizing 2 IF stages by mixing first to a higher &D.d then to a 
lower IF is shown in Figure 4-3. The design shown utilizes a 1.2 GHz first IF followed 
by a 10 MHz second IF stage. 
to... anctUndlr ..... 
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Figure 4-3: Receiver utilizing both a higher IF &D.d a lower IF 
A reference of the tr&D.smitted signal /T:& is mixed with a higher first IF IIFl' Choosing 
a high enough IF will make it possible to separate the sum &D.d difference frequency 
b&D.ds of the first mixing signal. The required frequency separation depends on the filter 
used. Thus the received signa.l /RtI: is mixed only with the sum frequency /T:& + IIF! 
resulting in improved image noise rejection &D.d fewer unW&D.ted mixer products. The 
difference frequency !IF! is then b&D.dpass filtered &D.d mixed with !IF! + !In to obtain 
a lower. IF. This lower IF C&D. then be I-Q detected. 
This receiver combines the advantages of a high IF in terms of spurii rejection &D.d 
those of a low IF in terms of noise b&D.dwidth. However, the complexity is increased 











4 .1.5 Freque ncy Synthesizer R eceiver 
If a frcqumcy synthesiter is used in the transmitter, a second synthesizer locked onto 
t he same reference can be used u the receiver. By trAcking the transmit frequency at 
an offset, the r~ive synthesizer can be used to drive the IF mixer direc:tly. Such II 
design was used by lizuka et aIIi4). 
--•• 
Figure 4-4: Block di&g!!I.m fi Radar used by lizub et al 
The two frequency synthesiters used in the tansmitter and the receiver can be seen 
to operate al offset frequencies. The receiver synthesizer steps throu&h the frequency 
range 60 MHz abo,"C the trMUmil synthesizer. This !i&nai is mixed with the rec:eived 
signal resulting in a 60 Mlh IF. Mixing the signals from the two offset synthesizers 
resul ts in a 60 MIh reference sigual to which Ihe re<:eived signal il compared. 
There are numerous advlIJltllges t.o such a system: The frequencies can be made albi· 
trarily stable (at tbe expense nf oompleKity) by using low reference frequencies. Thus 










the signal driving the IF mixer will be spectrally pure. As for the transmitter de-
sign (Subsection 3.1.4), the disadvantages in terms of complexity and expense put the 
frequency synthesizer out of the scope of the project. 
4.2 I-Q Demodulation Designs 
The full vector nature of the received signal has to be measured so that it can be 
resolved into the space domain by a complex FFT. Various designs that can be used 
to obtain the complex signal information are shown: 
4.2.1 Conventional I-Q Detection 
The conventional technique for measuring the in-phase and quadrature components of 
a signal is to split the signal into two channels. The first channel is mixed down with 
the IF frequency and the second channel is mixed with a 90° phase-shifted IF frequency. 
This can be seen in Figure 4-5. 
Q 
J---IF 
Figure 4-5: Conventional I-Q Detection using two mixers 
The first advantages of such a system are that both I and Q are available simultaneously. 
Another advantage is that complete packaged I-Q detection systems are available with 
matched components [22]. 
Disadvantages include cross-coupling between the two channels, DC-offset and mixer 
matching. Cross-coupling is most evident when the phase is ~ n~ because there is 
a large difference between I and Q in these regions. The DC--offset due to the mixer 
imbalance varies with frequency and thus causes an error in both I and Q channels. 
The mixers as well as all the signal paths must be matched in phase so as to ensure 











4.2.2 Switched I-Q Detection 
The switched I-Q detection method switches between in-phase and quadrature mea-
surements by switching a 0° /90° phase shifter. This 00/000 phase shifter can be located 
in either the transmitter or the receiver. However at RF frequencies the phase shifter 
must be accurate over the entire bandwidth, whereas the IF bandwidth is very much 
narrower. This makes it preferable to switch a 90° phase shifter in and out of the IF 
local oscillator path. An example of such a detection system using an IF phase shifter 
is shown in Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6: Switched I-Q Detection using a single mixers 
The advantages of such a system include zero cross-coupling between the I and Q 
channels and the ability to measure dynamically the DC-offset of the mixer. There are 
also no imbalances between I and Q measurements. 
4.2.3 Sub-Nyquist Quadrature Sampling 
Since the IF bandwidth of a CW radar can be made arbitrarily narrow dependant only 
on the transmitter stability (Subsection 2.5.4), the signal can be sampled in quadrature 
at a sub-Nyquist rate [4], [8]. Quadrature sampling [8] can be used to reconstruct 
the signal by sampling the bandpass signal and its quarter wavelength translation 
at a common sampling rate dependant on an exact relationship between the center 
frequency and the bandwidth. Thus if the band is properly positioned, the IF can be 
sampled directly at a sampling rate of twice the bandwidth. This technique has been 
extended to a uniform'sampling theorem [4]. 
The advantage of such a sampling system is that it is no longer necessary to "mix the IF 
down to a lower frequency for sampling. The major disadvantage is that the transmitter 
and receiver have to be synchronized to a common reference. This system could thus be 
used in conjunction with a phase-locked loop transmitter. Other disadvantages include 












4.3 RF Implementation 
The single low IF double-sideband receiver design with conventional I-Q detection was 
chosen because the simplicity of the design made it possible to construct the receiver 
at a low cost and in a small space, thus making it possible to mount the receiver onto 
the back of the antenna. A double-sideband system had to be used because it was not 
the difficulty of constructing a single sideband modulator over a 700 MHz bandwidth 
made a single-sideband system very cumbersome. 
Since a double-sideband system had been chosen, both the amplitude and phase of the 
received signal were modulated onto the amplitude of the IF with no information in 
the IF phase. Thus half of the unambiguous range could be extracted by detecting 
only the magnitude of the IF. This fact was overseen in the initial design stage and an 
I-Q demodulator was implemented. Since there is no information in the phase, an I-Q 
demodulator is redundant. 
Although the advantage of mixing with a spectrally pure mixing signal in the sin-
gle yeO receiver seemed to outweigh the advantages of other receivers, unwanted 
mixer products are transmitted by using this type of transmitter configuration (Sub-
section 3.1.2). These unwanted frequencies would then be received and thus degrade 
the receiver through interference. The two-stage- and the frequency synthesizer re-
ceiver designs were not used because of the high complexity and cost involved in such 
systems. The block diagram of the RF implementation showing the components used 
can be seen in Figure 4-7. 
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For clarity, all mixer ports will be referred to as follows: the LO is the drive port, the RF 
is the high frequency (generally input) port and the IF is the low frequency (generally 
output) port. The received signal is amplified by a low-noise amplifier, applied to the 
RF port of the input mixer and then mixed down to a low IF. This IF is filtered and 
amplified, before being I-Q detected. The LO signal at the input mixer is generated by 
using the transmit reference to drive a mixer (LO port) with an IF input applied to the 
RF port. The transmit reference was used to drive the mixer because the harmonics of 
the LO are far greater than the harmonics of the RF. Tliis resulted in a cleaner close-in 
frequency spectrum of the input mixing signal. 
Figure 4-8: Receiver Power Budget - showing Gain, Loss (in bold print) and Maximum 
Power levels (in italics) 
The power budget for the receiver is shown in Figure 4-8. The maximum power levels 
are derived from the 1 dB compression points of the components. A 0 dBm IF signal 
was mixed with a 7 dBm reference of the transmitted signal. This mixing signal was 
boosted through two amplifiers in order to drive the receiver mixer LO port. The 
maximum receiver input was calculated to be -20 dBm. 
The receiver design was based on the specifications given by the manufacturers. After 
the components were chosen, they could not be tested individually, since their perfor-
mance depended on the board layout of the final receiver design. Thus the board had 
to be designed and built based on component specifications, and only then could the 
individual components be tested. In this test phase it was discovered that the ampli-
fiers operated below specifications and undocumented variations of mixer performance 











These problems caused the level of the mixing signal to be below the minimum required 
to drive the mixer sufficiently into saturation. Thus performance at high frequencies 
was degraded because the output of the mixer became dependant on the LO level 
towards 1 GHz. 
4.3.1 Noise Performance 
The system noise figure was calculated by the specifications and by measured parame-
ters at 300 MHz and 1 GHz (Appendix A.2). The system noise figure and the dynamic 
range for these three cases are shown in Table 4.1. 
System Noise Figure Dynamic Range 
According to Specifications 3.31 76.7 dB 
By measured 300 MHz values 3.69 76.2 dB 
By measured 1 GHz values 7.34 73.3 dB 
Table 4.1: System Noise Figure and Dynamic Range 
The gain roll-off' towards the upper frequency range doubles system noise figure at 
1 GHz compared to 300 MHz. The dynamic range can be seen to decrease by 3 dB 
over the 300-1000 MHz frequency range. This dynamic range is further degraded by 
typically 20 dB due to feed through from the transmit into the receive antenna. 
4.3.2 Low Noise RF Amplifier 
The noise figure of the receiver is primarily dependant on the noise figure of the first 
stage [13]. However if the gain of the first stage is not sufficient, a high noise figure of 
the successive stage will increase the receiver noise figure significantly [24]. The noise 
figure for a system of N cascaded circuits is: 
(4.3) 
The optimum first stage of a receiver is thus a low noise high gain amplifier. A suitable 











amplifier [22]. The noise figure is 3 dB GIld the gain varies from 20 dB M 100 MHz 
c.o 16 dB at I GHz. Care hM to be taken in the mounting of this ampli fi er to enlure 
proper opera tion. The PCB layoul is shown in Fillure 4-9. This hAS been adapted from 
the d"ign rC(:ommended by the manufacturer [22, 3- 11 ]. 
Figure 4-9: Front-end Low Noist.: RF Amplifier using the MAI{·6 
The required hi ... voilage and current at the output of the MA R·6 are 3.5 V and 
16 rnA rC$pecti,·ely. Tm, required biaa resist&Jlce <:an thus be found using the follow ing 
formula [22, 3- 10]. 
cVC'C'i:-:..:cV., ••• R .... _ - ;o7l9n 
I .... 
(4.4) 
for a l uPl'ly voJtageof 15 Vdc. R No.;o non is realized by RI (1.2Hl ) and R2 ( 1.8kn) 
in parallel. The lupply is fed to the output of the MAR-6 amplifier on the mkro.trip 
line with a a.:rics RF choke. The choke;. realized by 5 turnl of wire on a ferrite beM! 
and serves the dual purpo5e of iliOlaling the line impedl.nce from the bil..!l r"inan<:e I.nd 
preventing RF lea~e into the power supply. Furthermore, a IOpF bypass cl.p&citor 
Willi used to providc I. short circuit ~th to llround for any RF leakage thal Ihould 
manalle to let through the choke. 
The two hlockill8 capaci1.orll in tbe microstrip line serve r.o isolate the amplifier in DC 
from the I"ft"I of the circuit . The choic~ of c.[>",.i! .. ,. w ... (,,"'''\ t.n ..... r.ritinl in the 
performance of the amplifier. The low frequency limi t i. due to the impedancc of the 
<:apacitor at 300 MHz. T he impedance should be small oomp~ \.0 .lOn, t he charac-











limit is due to the resonant frequency of the capacitor due to parasitic inductance. By 
setting the resonant frequency to above 1 GHz, a value for the maximum parasitic in-
ductance can be found (Lm" = ~ where f = 1 GHz). Table 4.2 shows impedance, 
standing-wave ratio and maximum internal inductance values for various capacitances: 
C Z [0]"1 VSWR Z [0] 1 VSWR Lm" 
300 MHz 1GHz 
10 pF 53.1 2.1 15.92 1.32 2.53 nH 
100 pF 5.31 1.11 1.59 1.03 253 pH 
200 pF 2.65 1.05 0.78 1.02 127 pH 
SOOpF 1.06 1.06 0.32 1.006 50.7 pH 
1 nF 0.53 1.01 0.16 1.003 25.3 pH 
Table 4.2: Capacitive Impedance, Voltage Standing-Wave Ratio and Maximum per-
missible Internal Inductance for various Blocking Capacitor Values 
The VSWR is the input voltage standing wave ratio of the capacitor in series with the 
500 line. The maximum input VSWR of the MAR-6 amplifier is quoted as 1.5:1 by the 
manufacturer, and thus the VSWR of the capacitor should be less than this so as not 
to degrade the input match of the amplifier. Thus the capacitance cannot be less than 
100 pF. Typical values for parasitic inductance in chip capacitors vary from 1-0.1 nH. 
Choosing either a 100 pF or 200 pF capacitor would thus balance out these two effects. 
Since the amplifier is a part of the larger receiver board, it was tested by disconnecting 
the outer edges of the RF blocking capacitors. Coaxial cables were soldered onto the 
edges and the system was tested with a network a.na.lyzer. Testing the amplifier in 
this way was not optimal because the cables and the connections introduced unwanted 
frequency responses. Howev r, testing the amplifier in a separate rig would not include 
the effect that the specific board layout has on the circuit. The frequency response for 
the MAR-6 amplifier measured in this way is shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11. 
The manufacturer quoted the gain to vary from 20.1 dB at 100 MHz, and 18.7 dB at 
500 MHz to 16.4 dB at 1 GHz. The magnitude of the measured frequency response 
can be seen to vary considerably from the quoted gain for the amplifier (16.2 dB at 
500 MHz and 12.2 dB at 1 GHz). At least a 1dB loss can be expected from the crude 
measurement method, with an increasing loss with frequency. Other sources of reduced 
gain are the effect of the blocking capacitors and the board layout. 
The effect of this large gain variation with frequency on the noise figure can be seen 
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Figure 4-10: Magnitude Response of the MAR-6{Low Noise RF Amplifier 
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mixer will be: 
N FMizer - 1 4.37 - 1 
N F300MHII = N FMAR6 + G = 1.91 + 501 = 2.95dB (4.5) 
MAR6G300MHII • 
where NFMAR6 = 2.8dB = 1.905, NFMi:&er = 6.4dB = 4.365 and GMAR60300MHII = 
17 dB = 50.1. At 1 GHz, the gain was decreased significantly and the mixer loss has 
increased, resulting in a greater mixer noise figure. 
N FMi:&er - 1 6.40 - 1 
N F1GHII = N FMAR6 + G = 1.91 + 166 = 3.28dB (4.6) 
MAR6G1GHIl • 
where N F MAR6 = 2.8dB = 1.905, N FMizer = 8.1dB = 6.40 and GMAR6G1GHIl = 
12.UB = 16.6. Thus the noise figure can be seen to increase by 0.33 dB at 1 GHz 
because of the gain variation. In addition, the dynamic range at 1 GHz is decreased 
by 4.8 dB because of this gain variation. In addition, the system noise figure will be 
decreased because of this reduced gain (Table 4.1). 
4.3.3 Mixers 
The mixing system consisted of two mixers and two monolithic amplifiers. A fraction 
of the transmit signal was mixed with the IF frequency. This signal is amplified so as to 
be used to drive the receiver mixer. LMX-149 Mini-Circuits mixers were used for both 
the reference mixer and the receive mixer. The frequency range was 10-1500 MHz for 
the LO/RF ports and DC-1500 MHz for the IF port. This mixer was chosen because 
mixer perfonnance starts to degrade towards the upper frequency range (conversion 
loss increases, isolation decreases). Thus the area. of operation (10-1010 MHz) was 
mostly in the mid-band. The conversion loss of the mixer was specified to have a mean 
of 6.6 dB. 
The reference mixer was driven by a 10 dBm reference signal on the LO port. A 0 dBm 
10.7 MHz signal was input on the RF port and the IF output which included the sum 
and difference frequencies was connected to the driving amplifier chain. 
The receiver mixer was driven by the two sidebands which had been amplified by 











Iow'lIOise Front-end amplifier. The IF port Wa.'I connected to the 10.7 MHz IF amplifier. 
The complct.e mbcing system board l;l,yout showing the ref('rellce mix.:!r , t he driving 
amplifier <;hain and the re<:eive mixer is shown in Figure 4·12, 
coupled 
through surFace mount blocking U.pacilOrs. The output i.o connected to t he MAR-4 
amplifier chain. The amplifiers are separated by blod:ing capacitors. The output of 
tbe arnplifier chain is connected to the LO port of the reeeh'e mixer. The output of 
the reeeh'e mixer is connected the IF circuit , 
4.3.4 Driving Amplifier C hain 
The output of the refcren<;e mixer had to be amplified to the raQge 4·10 dBm 10 lIS 1.0 
dril'e the te<:eive mixer into saturation. Twocucaded Mini-Circnits MAR·4 monolythic 
amplifierl were used for this purpose. These amplifiers have a qnoted gain of 8.3 d B at 
100 M liz decreasing to a gain of 8 dB at I G l:l z. The clUC~e o;an be seen as part of the 
mixing ayllem in Fi&ure 4-12. The required biu 1'OII,,«e and Cllrrent at the 01ltput of 
the MAIt·4 amplifien Me 5.2[, V aQd 50 mA re8pe'Ct ivcly. The required bia.'! resistance 











for a supply voltage of 15 Vdc. l4n •• = 180Sl for the first MAR~4 is realized by R3 
(330Sl) and R4 (390Sl) in parallel. A parallel resistor configuration was used to reduce 
the power dissipation to less than 200 mW per resistor. Thus 1/4 W resistors could be 
used for the bias network. The supply is fed to the output of the MAR-4 amplifier on 
the microstrip line with a series RF choke. The choke is realized by 5 turns of wire on 
a ferrite bead and serves the dual purpose of isolating the line impedance from the bias 
resistance and preventing RF leakage into the power supply. A 101' F bypass capacitor 
was used to provide a short circuit path to ground for any RF lea.kage that should 
manage to get through the choke. The measured frequency response for the 2 MAR-4 
amplifiers in cascade is shown in Figures 4-13 and 4-14. 
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Figure 4-14: Phase Response of the MAR·4 Amplifier Cascade 
The manufacturer quoted the gain to vary from 16.6 dB at 100 MHz, and 16.4 dB at 
500 MHz to 16 dB at 1 GHz for the two MAR-4 amplifiers in cascade. The magnitude 
of the measured frequency response can be seen to vary considerably from the quoted 











crude measurements technique can be seen in the two curves of Figure 4-13 which are 
two measurements of the gain with variations caused by moving the connection cables. 
4.4 IF Implementation 
The reasons for the choice of I-Q demodulator, given the earlier oversight, are: A 
conventional I-Q demodulator was chosen because of the availability of a packaged Mini-
Circuits I-Q demodulator. The advantages of a switched I-Q demodulator, namely zero 
I-Q coupling and the ability to measure dynamically the DC-offset, were not significant 
for the double-sideband receiver implementation. This is because the I and Q channels 
are always 1800 out of phase. There is thus no added information in the Q channel. The 
DC-offset is not a problem because the IF amplitude varies sinusoidally. A sub-Nyquist 
sampling system could not be used because of the RF design chosen. 
4.4.1 IF Oscillator 
A Colpitts crystal oscillator was used to generate the to.7 MHz IF signal. The schematic 
for the oscillator can be seen in Figure 4-15. 
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Figure 4-15: 10.68 MHz Local Oscillator 
The output of the oscillator has bandpass filtered with a to.7 MHz ceramic filter and 
distributed to provide 0 dBm at the reference mixer RF input and 10 dBm at the I-Q 











4.4.2 IF Filter 
A 10.7 MHz ceramic filter was used as the IF filter. This filter was chosen because of 
easy availability and relatively high Q. The bandwidth of this filter was measured to be 
200 kHz and the insertion loss 10 dB. The bandwidth was sufficient to cover the 40 kHz 
frequency-jitter observed in the transmitter (Subsection 3.3.3). Thus if the difference 
between the transmit frequency and the received frequency is greater than 200 kHz, 
the signal will be degraded by the IF filter. The frequency response of the IF filter is 
shown in Figure 4-16. 
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Figure 4-16: Frequency Response ~f the IF Ceramic Filter 
A narrower IF filter would reduce the IF noise floor and thus prevent IF saturation on 
noise. It can be seen that a high error margin was given to the frequency jitter and this 
could be reduced. However, the chance of signal degradation would then be increased. 
Thus only improvements in CW transmitter stability would warrant a reduction in IF 
bandwidth. 
4.4.3 IF Amplifier 
An LM 6364 operational amplifier (opamp) with a fixed voltage gain of 10 was used 
as an IF amplifier. This opamp was chosen for its high gain-bandwidth product of 
175 MHz. The opamp is stable for gains greater than +5. This voltage gain corre-
sponded to a +20 dB power gain and would have been sufficient had the RF compo-











greater losses in the mixer, the gain was not sufficient to optimize the dynamic range. 
The voltage gain was subsequently increased to 15 (23.5 dB), whereby the output level 
of the IF amplifier with a -2OdBm receiver input was measured to be -5 dBm. This 
was still well below the I-dB compression point of the I-Q demodulator at +4dBm. 
A solution to the problem of quantization error of small signals due to the AID, would 
be to add a variable-gain IF amplifier to the fixed gain amplifier. 
4.4.4 IF I-Q Demodulation 
A Mini-Circuits MIQA-10D I-Q demodulator was used to detect the in-phase and 
quadrature components of the IF signal. This I-Q demodulator was not strictly nec-
essary, since a double-sideband system was implemented. Thus both the amplitude 
and phase of the received signal were modulated onto the amplitude of the IF with 
no information in the IF phase. A 10 dBm 10.7 MHz signal was applied to the LO 
port and the output of the IF amplifier was matched to the RF input. A 500 extemal 
termination was realised with 2 lOOn resistors in parallel. Since both I and Q varied 
sinusoidally with frequency, the DC offset was easily calibrated out by shifting the zero 
point. The maximum voltage swing that could be obtained by the demodulator was 
±200 mY. 
4.4.5 DC Amplifier and AID Conversion 
The DC voltage outputs for the I and Q channels of the I-Q demodulator were measured 
to be within the range ~ -200 mV to 200 mY. These voltages were then amplified by 
instrumentation amplifiers with a gain of 10 and sampled with 12-bit analogue-to-
digital converters covering the range -2.5 V to 2.5 V. A PC-74 card in a 386 PC was 
used to do both the amplification and the AID conversion. The data values were then 
be stored in memory and saved to disk at the end of a scan. 
The software programmable instrumentation amplifiers on the PC-74 card could be 
programmed for gains of 1, 10, 100 or 500. Using the instrumentation amplifiers with 
a fixed gain of 10 had the disadvantage of wasting 10% of the available AID range for 
both positive and negative voltages. A separate amplifier with a gain of 12.5 would 











A photograph of the eomplete r~ei\'et bolLtd ill the testillg phMe is shown in Figure 4-
Ii. Note the coaxiAl cAhles !!Olderi'd direo:;tly onto the PCB. 










4.5 Receiver Performance 
4.5.1 Spectral Purity of the Mixing Signal 
An IF of 0 dBm was applied to the RF input port of the mixer in order to generate 
as large as possible a mixing signal. However, due to ,two-tone third order distortion, 
unwanted products up to ·30 dBc were observed. This can be seen in the plot of the 
frequency spectrum shown in Figure 4-18. 
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Figure 4-18: Frequency Spectrum of Mixing Signal for a OdBm IF input 
The frequency spectrum can be seen to be extremely cluttered. Since the received 
signal is mixed by a.ll these frequencies, some unwanted products will fall onto the IF 
band CAusing errors. Reducing the IF signal level to -10 dBm resulted in a reduction 
of unwanted products to -50 dBc. This is shown in Figure 4-19. 
The frequency spectrum of the mixing signal is seen to be less cluttered. However 
since the sideband signal level haa been decreased, the gain in the driving amplifier 
chain would have to be increased by 10 dB. Reducing the IF signal level to -70 dBm 
resulted in a reduction of unwanted products below -70 dBc. This would thus provide 
an optimally clean frequency spectrum for a mixing signal, but another problem in the 
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Figure 4-19: Frequency Spectrum of Mixing Signal for a -10dBm IF input 
4.5.2 Reference Signal Feedthrough into the Mixing Signal 
The LO-IF isolation of the mixer was found to vary by up to 20 dB over the frequency 
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Figure 4-20: Plot of Sideband and LO-IF Feedthrough for IF=OdBm 
At 300 MHz the LO-IF isolation can be seen to be 46 dB, decreasing to 29 dB at 1 GHz. 
This was not a problem for the design as it was implemented, since the level of the 
sidebands can be seen to be at least 10 dB above the feedthrough. However, since the 
LO-IF feedthrough depends only on the LO level, a -10 dBm IF input will be of the 
same level as the LO feedthrough at 950 MHz. This can be seen in Figure 4-21. 
At 950 MHz, the LO-RF feedthrough signal can be seen to be 2 dB greater than 
the sidebands. Figure 4-22 shows the frequency spectrum of the mixing signal for 
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Figure 4-21: Plot of Sideband and LO-IF Feedthrough for IF=-1OdBm 
RF input and appear as a target. The level of this feedthrough target will be the 
approximately -40 dBm. 
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Figure 4-22: Frequency Spectrum of Mixing Signal for a -1OdBm IF input at 950 MHz 
If the IF input to the mixer is decreased to -20 dBm, the feedthrough signal would 
be 10 dB greater than the sidebands at 950 MHz. This is clearly unacceptable, be-
cause the feedthrough will saturate the driving amplifiers and could also damage tpe 
receiver mixer. Thus the optimal trade-off between unwanted products and reference 
feedthrough is an IF level of approximately -10 dBm. This does however raise the level 











4.5.3 Receiver Dynamic Range 
The receiver dynamic range was measured by varying the input signal strength and 
observing the location of the 1 dB gain compression point. From this point, the signal 
was decreased until the signal was observed to be 10 dB above the noise floor. In 
this manner, a 50 dB dynamic range was observed. This is significantly less than the 
calculated dynamic range. 
The dynamic range was reduced by the less than optimal IF and DC gain stages. The 
dynamic range can be improved optimizing the IF gain stage and the DC gain stage. 
A variable gain 10.7 MHz amplifier with a gain of 20-40 dB and a DC amplifier with a 













Direct coupling between the transmit and receive antennas of continuous wave radars 
limits the dynamic range of the receiver by inserting a large unwanted signal into the 
receiver front-end. This coupling signal is typically 20 dB above the strongest target 
reflection. . 
Pulsed radar systems overcome this direct coupling problem by time-domain gating 
the receiver. Since the wanted signal is of the same frequency as the coupling, filters as 
in doppler radars cannot be used. Thus the only solution is to add some vector to the 
received signal which will cancel the large coupling feedthrough. Various techniques 
exist to cancel some of the coupling over narrow bandwidths, but modern components 
can extend these techniques to allow cancellation over octave or greater bandwidths. 
Some of the techniques that will be discussed involve digital control of coupling reduc-
tion, cancellation at IF and RF sections and feedback techniques to take into account 
ageing of the antenna and other components. 
5.1 A Summary of Feedthrough Cancellation Tech-
niques for CW Radar 
Continuous wave radar works on the principle that the phase shift of the returned wave 
is proportional to the distance to the target. Thus a target situated at a distance of R 












a.t the receive antenna. Since only variations of 2,.. can be detected, such a system would 
have an unambiguous range limited to half the wavelength of the transmit ~uency. 
Thus some modulation scheme has to be used to increase the range of the radar. The 
two modulation techniques most widely used are frequency modulation (FMCW) and 
frequency stepping (SFCW). 
Since continuous waves are used in CW radar, the transmitter and receiver have to 
both be on at all times. In comparison, a pulsed radar system can switch the receiver 
oft'during the transmission period. Having both transmitter and receiver on at all times 
can bring on the following problems due to feedthrough from transmitter to receiver: 
- Decrease in Receiver sensitivity 
- Saturation of Receiver 
- Destruction of Receiver 
These are listed in increasing order of severity. A small amount of feedthrough will only 
decrease the sensitivity and thus the dynamic range of the receiver. H enough power 
is fed into the front end amplifier of the receiver to exceed the 1 dB saturation point, 
the received signal will be distorted and unusable. Should the feedthrough exceed the 
maximum [no damage] input power of the receiver, the receiver will be damaged. 
In order to reduce the feedthrough, most CW radar systems use separate transmit and 
receive antennas to achieve some isolation [24, p71-p74]. In most applications, this is 
insufficient. 
Passive feedthrough cancellation techniques can be used in CW doppler radars: In 
eft'ect a narrow band band-pass filter at the transmit frequency. Such a filter would 
not be feasible for SFCW or FMCW schemes and thus an active feedthrough nulling 
technique is needed. 
5.1.1 Cancellation Systems 
A cancellation system needs to control the amplitude and phase of the cancellation 











to the feedthrough signal. Thus the properties of the feedthrough signal must be well 
known and repeatable. IT a single frequency, represented by Eoe-jwt , is transmitted, the 
received signal can be approximated by a sum of point targets [15]. The feed through 
signal can thus be shown as a target at a distance equal to the feed through path. 
In a loss less homogeneous medium with n point-type scatterers, the return including 
the feedthrough signal will be: 
where Eo = field strength of emitted signal 
di = distance to i'" target 
d I = equivalent feedthrough path 
Si = radar cross section of the i'" target 
S I = equivalent feedthrough strength 
fJ = propagation constant for the media 
w = transmit frequency 
(5.2) 
Thus the received signal will be a vector sum of a.ll the scatterers and the feedthrough 
signal. To cancel the feedthrough signal, an appropriate vector has to be generated and 
added to the received signal. A vector representation of the signals involved is shown 





Figure 5-1: Vector map of signals in a SFCW radar system. The first plot shows 
the composition of the received signal and the second plot shows the effect of the 
cancellation signal 











of feedthrough will increase proportional to the imbalance. A phase imbalance is more 
critical. It can cause false targets to appear. In closed loop systems, a phase imbalance 
can cause the system to go unstable. Thus a vector has to be created to track the 
feedthrough signal over the complete system bandwidth with a 1800 phase shift. This 
is relatively simple to do over narrow bandwidths, but becomes very difficult at wider 
bandwidths. Ageing of the system leads to a change in the feedthrough characteristic 
and this will cause imbalances in phase and amplitude. 
Transmission Line Cancellation 
The most basic type of cancellation circuit can be conStructed using a length of trans-
mission line to achieve an lSOO phase shift with a programmable attenuator to adjust 
the amplitude of the cancellation signal. The electrical length of the transmission line 
must differ from the feedthrough path by lSOO. The bandwidth of such a system is 
only about 10% of the center frequency. It would be possible, however, to have a bank 
of different length lines and to switch them according to the transmit frequency. The 
block diagram for such a system is shown in Figure 5-2 . 
• 
Figure 5-2: Transmission Line Cancellation Circuit with a single attenuator and differ-
ent lengths of line . 
Such a system has the advantage of being extremely robust. The maximum power 
that can be handled by such a system depends only on the attenuator. However, it is 
impossible to calibrate the phase once the lengths of transmission line have been set, 
making this system impractical for most applications. The physical size of the system 
is another disadvantage, especially if a large number of transmission lines are needed 












A magnitude-phase cancellation system consists of a programmable attenuator in series 
with a programmable phase shifter. Either an 1800 phase shifter with an analogue 
modulator or a 3600 with a programmable attenuator can be used. The control signals 
have to be received in, or converted into, magnitude-phase representation to control 
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Figure 5-3: Magnitude-Phase Cancellation Circuits a) 1800 phase shifter with analogue 
modulator b) 3600 phase shifter with attenuator 
Phase shifters are only available for maximum bandwidths of 30% of centre frequency, 
which limits this system to narrow bandwidth applications. Due to the large phase 
shifter control voltage transient when the phase flips at 3600 degrees, this system is 
not suitable for FMCW [2]. This is because FMCW is modulated in time. For SFCW 
systems, this does not pose a problem, since a wait time can be inserted at the phase 
change. Another point is that the phase response of the attenuator and the magni tude 
response of the phase shifter have to be taken into account in the control voltages. 
I-Q Cancellation 
Voltage controlled phase shifting devices are available only over narrow bandwidths 
and seldom over a whole 3600 phase shift. Although it would be possible to cascade 
phase shifters, a more common approach is to control the magnitude of both the in-
phase (1) and quadrature (Q) components of the cancellation signal simultaneously. 
This method gets rid of phase control altogether. However, the 900 phase shift has 
to be accurate over the ~hole bandwidth in order to avoid cross-coupling between the 
two control paths, which can lead to instability in a closed loop cancellation system. 
The cancellation system has to controlled in all four quadrants and thus both 1 and Q 
channels have to modulate in amplitude and in sign. Two methods of achieving such 
















Figure 5-4: I and Q Cancellation Circuits a) analogue biphase modulator b) sign and 
amplitude control 
Such a system can be constructed for wide bandwidths, with the limiting component 
being the 90° power splitter. These have recently become available in multi-octave 
bandwidths [21]. Thus good orthogonality can be ensured over multi-octave band-
widths. It is also more practical to receive the signal in I-Q than extracting magnitude 
and phase information accurately. 
5.1.2 Reduction Control 
There are basically two methods of controlling the feedthrough cancellation circuit. The 
first method would be to measure the coupling and use the stored values as control 
parameters. The second method would be to close the loop and thus have an adaptive 
cancellation circuit. 
Stored value control 
If the feedthrough signal is well behaved in time, the coupling signal can be measured 
once over the entire system bandwidth and then stored in memory. Then, at each 
transmit frequency, the appropriate parameters can be called up and used to control 
the cancellation circuit. Any slow variations with time can be dealt with by calibrating 
the system at regular intervals. However, any large changes in the feedthrough signal 
between calibrations will cause large errors in the received signal. Since a memory of 











can be seen in Figure 5-5 . 
Figure 5-5: Stored Value Control using a computer as memory and control device 
A problem is that calibration can be difficult. A possible solution would be to have a 
suitable attenuator that can be switched into the receiver path, so that the coupUng 
can be measured without saturating the receiver. Since this is only for calibration, a 
decrease in sensitivity is not a problem. The received signal would have to be processed 
to resolve the coupling vectors from targets at other ranges. These values can then be 
stored as control values. 
Closed Loop Control 
If the coupling vector can easily be distinguished within the received signal, a closed 
loop control system can be implemented. This constraint shows that closed loop control 
is possible for FM CW systems, but not easily implemented in SFCW systems where 
DFT processing is required to resolve the coupling vector. In a closed loop control 
system, the received signal must be resolved into its vector components. These control 
the cancellation signal through a vector modulator. Care must be taken to prevent 
cross-coupling between the two feedback paths. According to Harmer [9], the phase 
has to be aligned within 10 or 20° for stability to be maintained. A cancellation system 
utilizing closed loop control is shown in Figue 5-6. 
A closed loop I/Q cancellation X-band system has been successfully implemented into 
the 'PILOT' FMCW radar [2]. This system showed 33-40 dB of cancellation over 
bandwidths of 400-1000 MHz at X-band, depending on the antenna tested. A problem 
with closed loop control is that amplitude modulators do not attenuate linearly with 











Figure 5-6: Closed Loop Control 
5.1.3 Position of Cancellation System 
The positioning of the cancellation circuit depends on the severity of the feedthrough. If 
the feedthrough is so large that it will saturate the IF section, the cancellation system 
has to be implemented in RF. If the dynamic range of the IF system is sufficient, 
however, the cancellation can be implemented inside the IF stage. Closed loop control 
can be implemented in either positions. 
RF Cancellation 
An RF cancellation system is positioned immediately before the first mixer stage into 
the IF system. The level of feedthrough signal that can be nulled in this way is thus 
limited only by the RF amplifiers. Figure 5-7 shows an RF cancellation system . 
. 
Q .. 
Figure 5-7: Cancellation in the RF section 
The disadvantage of this positioning is that the cancellation circuit has to operate 











and va.ractor modulators are deseibed by Harmer [9]. However, advances in microwave 
components have made it possible to use conventional techniques at higher frequencies. 
IF Cancellation 
The cancellation can be done in the IF stage if the dynamic range of the RF assem-
bly is sufficient for both feedthrough and signal. A cancellation system utilizing this 
positioning is shown in Figure 5-8. 
Figure 5-8: Cancellation in the IF section 
The advantage of this positioning is that the feedthrough vector needs to be controlled 
at a single frequency only. This is achieved by mixing the received RF signal with a 
frequency shifted version of the transmit signal. Thus a single frequency IF in achieved 
and the cancellation circuit can be operated at a single frequency, independant of sweep 
bandwidth. 
The level of feedthrough has to be low enough, 80 as not to saturate the RF amplifiers 
nor the IF mixer stage. This position lends itself to wide band systems, since the 
bandwidth is not dependant on the cancellation circuit. The bandwidth of operation of 
feedthrough cancellation systems depends on how accurately the feedthrough signal can 
be tracked in magnitude and phase. Some of the above systems lend themselves more 
readily to wide band systems. Advances in 90° power splitter design have extended the 
operational ability of I-Q cancellation systems into multi-octaves. Wide band amplifiers 
are becoming available with improved gain flatness. Through component advances, 












5.2 Cancellation System Implementation 
A stored-value I-Q cancellation system implemented in the RF section was chosen for 
the following reasons: the I-Q cancellation implemented with a wide-band hybrid 900 
power splitter could be made to operate over an octave. A closed-loop cancellation 
system was not feasible because the magnitude and phase of the feedthrough signal are 
only determined after a scan through an FFT. Thus a stored value system had to be 
used. The cancellation system was implemented in the RF section in order to optimize 
the dynamic range of the system. 
The core of the cancellation system consists of a bi-phase modulator used as a wideband 









Figure 5-9: Block diagram of wide band phase shifter system 
Conventional phase-shifters have a bandwidth of typically 10%. For the SFCW appli-
cation, at least an octave bandwidth is required. The bi-phase modulator phase shifter 
operates as follows: 
A portion of the transmit signal is coupled out and used as the input RF signal for 
the bi-phase modulator. This reference signal is applied to a wideband 90° power 
splitter. This bandwidth of the power splitter limits the bandwidth of the system. The 
power splitter used has a bandwidth from 330-660 MHz. The amplitude of the I and Q 
channels is controlled by electronic attenuators. These attenuators can attenuate the 
input signal with or without a 1800 phase shift, depending on the sign of its control 
voltage. The two channels are then summed by a power combiner. 











as a constant-magnitude phase-shifter. The magnitude of the cancellation vector is 
controlled by a PIN diode attenuator. The complete test setup is shown in Figure 5--10 





Figure 5--10: Complete Test System for signal cancellation unit 
5.2.1 900 Power Splitter 
The cancellation system has to operate over the full bandwidth of 300-1000 MHz. Thus 
transmission line or magnitude-phase systems were not feasible for this bandwidth of 
almost 2 octaves. The only design with octave bandwidths was the I-Q system. At 
the outset of the project, the maximum bandwidth possible for a 900 power splitter 
was 1 octave. It was thus decided to use two cancellation circuits to cover the whole 
bandwidth by splitting the bandwidth into the following two sections: 
300-600 MHz using a QHF-2-.495GF by Merrimac 
600-1000 MHz using a QHF-2-.750GF by Merrimac 
Subsequent developments in 900 power splitter design have produced multi-octave com-
ponents that cover the range 250-1000 MHz. Thus a single cancellation system could 
now be constructed using such a power splitter. For this reason, a single cancellation 
unit covering the band 300-600 MHz was thus constructed to prove the concept. 
The quoted specifications of the power splitters are shown in Table 5.1. The power 
splitter was packaged in a stripline "sandwich" package and had to be mounted into 











Model Frequency Isolation Insertion Amplitude Phase 
Number Range dB Loss(max) Balance Quadrature 
GHz Min. Typ. dB pk-pk 
QHF -2-.495GF .330-.660 2530 3.25 1.0 dB goo ±20 
QHF-2-.750GF .SOO-1.00 2530 3.25 1.0 dB 900 ±2° 
Table 5.1: Power Splitters Specifications 
was terminated in a 50n load. Port 2, the I output, and port 3, the Q output, were 
connected to the I and Q electronic attenuators respectively. 
5.2.2 Electronic Attenuator 
Two Mini-Circuits PAS-2 electronic attenuators were used to control the amplitudes 
of the I and Q channels. These attenuators could be driven by positive or negative 
voltages thus generating a 30 dB tuning range with or without 1800 phase shift. The 
insertion loss was approximately 6 dB. The control voltage was applied to the control 
port via a bias circuit that acted like a son load above 1 MHz and like a series soon 
resistor at low frequencies. Surface-mount blocking capacitors were used to block the 
DC bias of the attenuators. 
A large coupling from the input to the output was observed at high attenuation settings 
and it was thus necessary to place a ground shield between these ports. Furthermore, 
ground shields consisting of copper-plated board were placed between the I and the Q 
channels to prevent cross-coupling. 
5.2.3 Power Combiner 
A Mini-Circuits PSC-2-4 power combiner was used to combine the I and Q channels 











Mode! Frequen,y [~Iation Insertion Ampl.itude Ph~ 
Number Range dB loss(max) Unbalance Unbalance 
MHz Min. Typ. dB dO do, 
r SC-2·4 10-1000 2025 3.2 0.< .2" 
Table 5.2: Power Combiner Specificalion. 
5 .2.4 Board Layout 
T he printed circuit board with a copper ground plane On the component aide Wall u5ed 
for the u.ncellation circuit. T he board layoul can be seen in Figure ,'j..\I. 
Figure ,')..\1: Cancellation Syatern PC D 
T he [ and Q channels were sepa.rated hy a ground plane on the track $ide in order to 
reduce croas·conpling. Both channel . ... ·ere kept u straight as IlOfIIlible until the power 
combiner. 
T he t"-'lt of the cancellation system as 5hO\O· .. in Fi!ure .'). ]0 Wall al~ mounted inside 
the same (Me. Thus a power splitter, a .wil.ch to II. 500 load and a switch to the 2 III 
calibration cable was included in both the transmit and the receive path. Simple SPDT 
m«hanicat Iwit(hes were used. The i~lation and insertion 10MeS of these s ... ·itches were 
a.cceptabte for r!"1!C]UCuc1es below 500 MHz. A fnJl bandwidth system would thus require 
mOI"l:! sophistica ted sW;l.ches. 










ca.ble c&n be seen in Fit;ure 5-12. 
Fit;urc 5-1 2; Photograph of Feedthrough Ca.nceHa.t ion System 
5.2.5 Calibration 
It is neCC1l~ary to determine the Joet of I and Q \·olt"!es to apply to t;ener .. le the required 
phase 5hift from (I" to 360". Thi, i, not a. tn.-j .. l tuk Ii nce the a.ltenua.tora used in the 
phase shifter .. re hjt;hly non·line .. r and the exlerna.1 a.tlenua.lor fot a.mplitude control 
ha.s .. phase cha.nge .... ·itb a.ltenualioo. There i. also the added problem tha.t the po .... ·er 
combiner use<! 10 sum Ihe ra.dar ,ignal with the generated ca,,«IIa.tion .-eclor has a 
phase unba.ia.nce, which must be taken into a.:counl. 
The following calibration scheme ~r sint;le frequency wa.s implemented. 
I. Usint; a Oound .. ry tracking alt;orithm ... set 011 and Q '·OIt"!ClI was obtained to 
produce a phase shift from 0 lo 360" with a constant amplitude. The results of 
this calibration are shown in Fit;ure 5--13 in terms oilhe pbaw error. 
2. The frequency characteristic 01 a fixed length of cable was measured. 
J. The error ,·ector lO cancel this calibration cable was determined using the J lind Q 












4. The cable was then adaptively nulled by adjusting the phase and amplitude de-
termined from step 3. The difference between the phase and amplitude using 
the adaptive nulling and the phase and amplitude determined from step 3 is the 
phase and amplitude error introduced by the power splitters/combiners A and B 
in Figure 5-10. 
This calibration is repeated for each of the step frequencies in the measurement band-
width. 
-..... ...... -OJIII o.z 
0.02 
I 0.011 I • 
I U1 • 
J 
I .... I 
• ..... ---
~ IQ--- IQ---
Figure 5-13: Calibration Amplitude and Phase Error for a single frequency (Results 
obtained in conjunction with Alan Langman [16] ) 
5.2.6 Cancellation 
The signal to be cancelled is determined from taking a measurement of the system 
without the cancellation circuit over a bandwidth required. From this signal, using an 
FFT or other target extraction method, the desired coupling vector is extracted. The 
set of I, Q and amplitude control voltages for each frequency is then determined from 
the calibration data. These are applied to the hardware at each frequency to cancel it 













To prove the concept of this wide band cancellation system, a cable was cancelled over 
a 200 MHz bandwidth, from 300 MHz to 500 MHz. The phase and amplitude accuracy 
of the system was limited by the radar transmitter and receiver. For these results 
an HP8753 was used which has a phase accuracy of O.ao and an amplitude accuracy 
0.03 dB. The HP Network Analyzer was used to test the cancellation circuit to a greater 
degree of accuracy than would be possible using the transmitter and receiver systems. 
Using Equation 2.10 this gives an expected cancellation of better than 44 dB. The 
results of the calibration are shown in Figure 5-14. 
Figure 5-14: Cancellation of a cable (Results obtained in conjunction with Alan Lang-
man [16] ) 
The system was then used to remove the antenna coupling vector from a sub-surface 
image. The results are shown in Figures 5-15 and 5-16. 
The concept of feedthrough cancellation has been proved by this study. A cable was 
cancelled out by applying a 1800 shifted cancelling signal. A 20 dBV (40 dB) cancel-
lation was obtained. The technique was then applied to a real sub-surface image by 
cancelling out the large antenna coupling vector. This method thus solves the problem 
of cancelling a single vector within a vector sum, thus improving on the conventional 
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Figure 5-15: Sub-surface profile before cancellation of the antenna coupling(Results 





Figure 5-16: Sub-surface profile after cancellation of the antenna coupling(Results ob-













The system was tested by measuring the response from various cable lengths and by 
measuring the response of a metal plate as it was moved towards the antennas. Finally, 
measurements of a shallow sand pit are presented. 
6.1 Cable Length Measurement 
Three cables if length 2m, 5m and 7m were used as dummy targets. The in-phase and 
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Figure 6-1: I and Q measurements for a 2m Cable target 
The I and Q values are seen to be 1800 out of phase with each other at all points. 
This is expected, since no information is modulated onto the phase of the IF in a 
double-sideband system. By taking the FFT's of both the I and the Q, and adding the 
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Figure 6-2: FFT distance measurements for a 2m Cable target 
The response can be seen to be peak at approximately 2 m. 
By the same procedure, the distance information was obtained for cables of length 5 m 
and 7 m. These are shown in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 respectively. 
2OO~----~----~~----~----~------T------' 
2 4 6 
Z. 
8 10 12 
Figure 6-3: FFT distance measurements for a 5m Cable target 
2OO~----~----~~----~----~------~----~ 
12 
Figure 6-4: FFT distance measurements for a 7m Cable target 
Superimposing the responses of the three cables (Figure 6-5), the lengths can be seen 
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Figure 6-5: Distance measurements for all Cables 
6.2 Plate Position Measurements 
For the plate measurements, two cavity-backed spiral antenna were used to transmit 
and receive the signal. The two antennas were circularly polarized in opposite senses. 
A metal plate was moved towards the antennas starting from a distance of 3m and 
measuring at 2m and 1m. The measurements were taken in a laboratory so that a 
great deal of clutter was observed. The I-Q measurements and FFT magnitude plots 
for the plate a distance of 3 m from the antennas are shown in Figures 6-6 and 6-7. 
~ ... 
~ •• I 
,. .- -"-
Figure 6-6: I and Q measurements for a Plate at 3m 
The reflection from the plate can be seen clearly at a.pproximately 3 m. A high clutter 
level can also be observed. The measurements are offset due to the length of cables to 
the antennas. Moving the plate to a distance of 2 m from the antenna resulted in the 
distance plot shown in Figure 6-8. 
Here, the main reflection can be seen at a distance of 2 m, with a strong clutter 












o 2 4 8 10 12 14 16 
Figure 6-7: FFT distance measurements for a Plate target at 3m 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Figure 6-8: FFT distance measurements for a Plate target at 2m 
Moving the plate to within 1 m of the antennas (shown in Figure 6-9) caused a large 
reflection as the plate covered a much greater percentage of the antenna bandwidths. 
The clutter level is of the same order as that of the plate at a further distance away. 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Figure 6-9: FFT distance measurements for a Plate target at 1m 
The responses of the three plate positions are shown superimposed in Figure 6-10: 
The response of the plate at 1 m can be seen to be greatly increased because of the 
wide beamwidth of the antennas (approximately goo). The distances to the plates can 















Figure 6-10: FFT distance measurements for a Plate targets at 1m, 2m, 3m 
6.3 Sandpit Measurement 
A shallow sandpit on a concrete floor was illuminated by using two cavity-backed spiral 
antennas. The response corrected for the offset caused by the cable length is shown in 
Figure 6-11. 
40 
2 4 s 6 7 • 9 
~ 
Figure 6-11: FFT distance measurements for a Sandpit depth 1m 
A large coupling component can be observed at z=O. A large reflection at 1.2 m occurs 
at the approximate location of the expected sandI ground interface. Thus a concrete 












Conclusions and RecoDlDlendations 
Based on the findings of this report and the experience gained through the work, the 
following conclusions can be drawn: 
• A UHF stepped frequency continuous wave ground penetrating radar was de-
signed, constructed and found to operate satisfactorily. Several limitations due 
to the chosen designs were found and recommendations on an improved third 
generation system are given. 
• A 300-1000 MHz ew transmitter using three switched yeOs was designed, con-
structed and tested. The transmitter provided an output power of +26 dBm over 
the bandwidth of 300 to 1000 MHz. The transmitter performance was degraded 
by two effects: frequency jitter and frequency step error. These effects reduced 
the effective time domain dynamic range to 45 dB. The free-running yeO design 
was thus found not to be suitable for high dynamic range measurements. 
• A 300-1000 MHz ew receiver using a double-sideband single IF system was 
designed, constructed and tested. The dynamic range was measured to be 50 dB, 
which is less than desired. Improvements on the receiver design to increase the 
dynamic range are given in the recommendations. 
• A 300-600 MHz feedthrough cancellation circuit was designed, constructed and 
found to cancel at least 40 dB of the feedthrough signal. The concept of feedthrough 
cancellation was thus proven. A second system to cover the 600-1000 MHz band-











possible to construct a single cancellation system over the complete 300-lO00 MHz 
bandwidth. 
• The size of the system was kept small enough. to fit onto the back of two cavity-
backed spiral antennas. The voltage required for all the systems was kept to a 
standard + 15 V which could be supplied through. rechargeable batteries. 
• The system was tested by measuring the lengths of cables and the distance to 
target plates. The measurement accuracy was found to be within the resolution 
and the dynamic range in the time domain was measured to be 42 dB. A concrete 
floor was detected under 1 m of sand. 
Based on the findings of this report, the experience gained through. the work and the 
above conclusions, recommendations on improvements on the system and future work 
are made. These recommendations should be used to optimize the system into a third 
generation SFeW GPR. 
7.1 Transmitter Improvements 
The transmitter performance was degraded by two effects: frequency jitter and fre-
quency step error. These effects reduced the effective time domain dynamic range to 
45 dB. Methods to reduce these frequency errors in the transmitter should be investi-
gated. 
Phase-locked loops should reduce the frequency step error and also the frequency jitter. 
Thus the phase-locked loop design should be investigated in detail. 
The use and possible construction of low-cost frequency synthesizers should also be 
investigated. 
7.2 Receiver Improvements 
Recommendations on receiver improvements can be seen in the block diagram of a 
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Figure 7-1: Block Diagram of Improved Receiver 
The following improvements in the receiver design should be investigated: 
• The feasibility of single-sideband system with I-Q detection in terms of band-
width, cost and complexity should be investigated. Such a system would allow 
the full unambiguous range to be processed. 
• Reducing the 10.7 MHz signal fed to the first mixer from 0 dBm to -10 dBm and 
increasing the gain of the mixer amplifier chain by 10 dB will reduce the level of 
unwanted products in the mixing signal from -30 dBc to -50 dBc. 
• The necessity of a bandpass filter in the mixing signal path on the receiver per-
formance should be investigated. 
• A variable gain IF amplifier should be added into the IF path in order to optimize 
the dynamic range. 
• An amplifier with a gain of 12.5 should be used to replace the instrumentation 
amplifier . 
• The use of a DC logarithmic amplifier between the detector and the AID con-











1.3 Cancellation Improvements 
A single 300-1000 MHz cancellation system should be constructed using the present 
design with a multi-octave 90° phase splitter. This would improve on the initial design 
of covering the bandwidth with two cancellation circuits. 
Methods of obtaining a greater degree of isolation between the I and Q channels should 
be investigated. Possible improvements could be achieved by the use of isolators around 
the bi-phase attenuators. 
Linearized pin-diode attenuators are available to a high degree of attenuation linearity, 
simplifying control and calibration. Since pin-diodes cannot be used' to switch the 
phase, four attenuators at 90° offsets would be required to control the cancellation 
vector. The relative merits of this configuration should be investigated. 
1.4 Control and Data Handling Improvements 
A dedicated microcontroller-based control unit should be constructed to replace the 
PC control of the system with a small dedicated unit which can be fitted onto the back 
of the antennas with the RF hardware. 
A dedicated data capture unit should be constructed to replace the PC-74 card con-
nected to a PC. This should also be fitted onto the antennas. 
An optical fibre link from the data capture unit to the data storage, processing and 
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A.1 Single- and Double Sideband Systems 
The receiver can be used as either a single- or a double sideband system. In a single 
sideband system only one sideband of the mixing signal fT:r:±fLO is used. A double side-
band system uses both fT:r: + fLO and fT:r: - fLO sidebands. The actual measurements 
that are taken with these two types of systems are markedly different. For a transmit 
signal of Vfsin(w,t), and an IF signal of ViFsin(wIFt), the output of the first mixer is 
VLO 
Vmi:r: = -2L . [cos«Wt - WIF)t + Set) - cos«wt + WIF)t + Set)] (A.I) 
m.:r: 
where Lmi:t: is the mixer loss and Set is the phase shift added by the signal path of the 
reference signal. In this case the reference signal fT:r: was used to drive the mixer and 
thus the output is independent of the reference signal level. 
A.l.l Single Sideband System 
For a single-sideband system using a filtering system, one of the sidebands is rejected 
and the other used to drive the receiver mixer. If, for example, the upper sideband is 












where (Je2 is the phase shift due to the signal path from the first mixer to the receive 
mixer. The received signal will be of the form v" sin ( w,t + B,,) where v" is a fraction of 
V, which can be calculated by the radar equation and B" is the phase shift due to the 
propagation path to the target and back. The output of the receiver mixer will be: 
\'IF = -2Lv". [sin( -wIFt + B, - (Jel - Be2 ) + sin((2wl + WIF)t + B" + Bel + B.2)J (A.3) 
"'IS" 
Band.pass filtering this signal to the IF frequency yields: 
(A.4) 
Detecting the IF in magnitud~phase or I-Q yields the complex signal· information 
by which the tim~domain plot can be obtained through the complex Fast Fourier 
transform. If a SSB mixer is used, the rejected sideband energy is reflected onto the 
wanted sideband resulting in a 3 dB improvement over a filtering system. 
A.l.2 Double-Sideband System 
In a double-sideband system, both sidebands of the first mixer output are used to drive 
the receiver mixer. Thus the driving signal is: 
Vw 
V",iS" = -2L . [cos((Wt - WIF)t + Bel + Be2) - cos((w, + WIF)t + Bel + Be2)] (A.5) 
"'IS" 
where Be2 is the phase shift due to the signal path from the first mixer to the receiver 
mixer. The received signal is v"sin(w,t + B,) where v" and B, are the magnitude and 











lIiF = 2J:iz: [Sin(1OIFt + (Jr - (Jet - ',2) + sin«21O, - 1OIF)t + (Jr + (Jet + (J,2) 
-sin( -101Ft + '1' - '.1 - "2) + sin«21Ot + 1OIF)t + '1' + 'el + (Je2)] (A.6) 
Bandpass filtering this signal to the IF frequency yields: 
This can be reduced to: 
ViF = Lv,.. [COS«(Jr - (Jet - (J,2)sin(1OIFt)] 
mit: 
(A.B) 
Thus both the magnitude and phase of the received signal are modulated onto the 











A.2 Power and Noise Budget Calculations 




G mar4 := 8·dB 
G mar6 := 18·dB 
8 mar4:= Iin(G mar4) 
8 mar6 : = lin ( G mar6) 
8mar4 -6.31 
8mar6 -63.096 
LO Level at receiver mixer: 
Lo:=Lo-L . +G 4+ G 4 IDlX ~ ~
Lo -9·dBm 
Received Signal 
k := 1.38.10. 23 
T:= 290 
B:=200000 
n := 4·k·T·B·I03 
n:= 2'n 
N:= db(n) 
n -3.202.10-12 -mW 
n _6.403*10-12 *mW 
N --111.936 -dBm 
G conn := -1·dB 
8 conn := lin(G conn) 8 conn .. 0.794 
nf ,_ I 
conn- 8 conn nf conn = 1.259 
NF mar6 := 3·dB 
nf mar6 := lin(NF mar6) nf mar6 -1.995 
92 
Capitals - dB, small == linear 
Transmit Power into Receiver 
Local Oscillator Power 
Mixer Conversion Loss 
MAR-4gain 
MAR-6gain 
200 kHz Bandwidth 
Antenna Noise Power (in mW) 
Image Noise 
Antenna Noise Power (in dBm) 
Connector and cable loss 
Connector and cable noise figure 










I mix:= Iin(-L mix) I mix -0.2 Mixer gain 
NF mix := L mix + 0.5 Mixer Noise Figure 
of mix := Iin(NF mix) of mix - 5.623 
G IFamp := 20·dB If amplifier pin 
I IFamp := Iin(G IFamp) IIFamp -100 
of IFamp := 10 ofIFamp -10 
If amplifier Noise Figure 
G IFfilter : = - 10· dB If filter pin 
I IFfilter := Iin(G IFfilter) I IFfilter = 0.1 
1 
of IFfilter - 10 of IFfilter : = IF filter Noise Figure 
IIFfilter 
. of mar6 - 1 of mix - 1 of IFamp - 1 of IFfilter - 1 
of:: ofconn + + + +-------
I conn I mar6 I mar6'1 mix I mar6'1 mix'l IFamp 
of-3.307 System NoiSe Fipre 
neq:: n·of -11 n eq - 2.11S-10 -mW Equivalent Input Noise Power 
N '- db(n ) eq'- eq N eq --I06.741·dBm 
SNRmin:= 10·dB 
Sin_min := N eq + SNR min 
Dynamic ;Range ': S· - S . . - . In_max in_mID 
Dynamic_Range =76.741-dB 
Maximum input signal 
Mrnimum Sip to Noise Ratio 
Minimum Input Signal 
A typical target will be approximately 20 dB below the coupling level. Thus if the coupling 
signal is situated exactly at the top end of the dynamic r1ID8e, the resultant effective 
dynamic raop will be 57 dB. However, since the coupling level is not known exactly for 











L ant_face:= 12·dB 
L ant := 30·dB 
Tx-Rx Antenna loss when facing 
Coupling level 
Maximum Transmit Power for no saturation: 
S out_max := Sin_max + L ant 
S out_max = 10·dBm 
S out_max := Sin_max + L ant_t8ce 
S out_max =-8 ·dBm 
Maximum Transmit Power for no dam .. :
S· '= 20·dBm m_max: ' 
S out_max := S ilLmax + L ant 
S out_max = SO·dBm 
S out_max := Sin_max + L ant_face 
S out_max =32·dBm 
94 
Antennas looking into the ground 
Antennas are facing each other 
Maximum Input Power when transmitting 
(Max Input (no damage) = +20 dBm) 
Antennas looking into the ground 










A.2.2 Measuring Parameters at 300 MHz . 
Tx:= 10·dBm 
Lo:= O·dBm 
L mix := 7.7' dB 
G mar4 := 7.S-dB 
G mar6 := 17·dB 
I mar4 := lin ( G mar4) 
I mar6:= lin(G 111816) 
I mar4 ::a S.623 
1111816 ::a SO. 119 
LO Level at receiver mixer: 
Lo := Lo - L mix + G mar4 + G mar4 
Lo =7.3·dBm 
R.eceived Sipal 
k := 1.38-10-23 
T:= 290 
B:=200000 
n := 4·k·T·B·I03 
n:= 2'n 
N;= db(n) 
G conn := -1·dB 




NF mar6 := 3·dB 
ofmar6:= lin(NF mu6) 
n =3.202 0 10-12 -mW 
N --111.936 odBm 
I conn -0.794 
of conn ::a 1.2S9 
of mar6 .. 1.99S 
95 
Capitals - dB, smaIl- linear 
Transmit Power into ltecciver 
Local OsciDator Power 
Mixer Conversion Loss 
200 kHz Bandwidth 
Antenna Noise Power (m mW) 
JmaseNoise 
Antenna Noise Power (m dBm) 
Connector and cable loss 
Connector and cable noise figure 










S mix := lin(- L mix) Smix-0.17 Mixer gain 
NF mix := L mix + 0.5 Mixer Noise Figure 
Df mix := lin(NF mix) Dfmix -6.607 
G lFamp := 20·dB IF amplifier gain 
S lFamp := lin(G lFamp) SlFamp -100 
nf lFamp := 10 DflFamp -10 
IF amplifier Noise Figure 
G IFfilter : = - 10· dB IF filter gain 
S IFfilter := lin( G IFfilter) S IFfilter - 0.1 
1 
nf IFfilter := 
SIFfilter 
Df IFfilter - 10 IF filter Noise Figure 
Df-3.692 System Noise Pipre 
n eq:= n·nf 
-11 
n eq - 2.364-10 -mW Equivalent Input Noise Power 
N eq:= db(neq) N eq --I06.264-dBm 
Sin_max:= -20·dBm Maximum input signal 
SNR min : = 10·dB Minimum Signal to Noise Ratio 
Sin_min:= N eq + SNRmin 
Dynamic_Range :: Sin_max - Sin_min 
Dynamic_Range -76.264-dB 
Minimum Input Signal 
A typical target will be approximately 20 dB below the coupling level. Thus if the coupliDg 
signal is situated exactly at the top end of the dynamic range, the resultant e1fective 
dynamic ranse will be 56 dB. However, since the couplins level is not known exactly for 











L ant_face:= 12-dB 
L ant := lO-dB 
Tx-Rx Antenna loss when fitcing 
Coupling level 
Muimum Tl'UllDit Power for DO saturatioa: 
S oUCmax := Sin_max: + L ant 
S out_max == 10 ·dBm 
S out max := S in max + L ant face - - -
S t --8 ·dBm ou_max 
Muimum Traasmit Power for DO damaae: 
S out_max := Sin_max + L ant 
S oucmax .. SO -dBm 
S out_max := Sin_max + L ant_face 
S out_max -l2·dBm 
97 
Antennas looking into the ground 
Antennas are facing each other 
Antennas looking into the ground 










A.2.3 Measuring Parameters at 1000 MHz . 
Tx: := 10·dBm 
Lo:= O·dBm 
L mix: := 9·dB 
G mar4 := 5.5·dB 
G mar6 := 12.2·dB 
I mar4 := m( G mar4) 
I mar6:= m(G mar6) 
I mar4 - 3.548 
I mar6 - 16.596 
LO Level at receiver mixer: 
Lo .= Lo - L mix + G mar4 + G mar4 
Lo -2-dBm 
Received Signal 




D := 4·k·T·B·I0 
n := 2·n 
N := db(n) 
G conn := -I-dB 




NF mar6 := 3·dB 
of mar6 := Iin(NF mar6) 
D - 3.202-10-12 -mW 
D -6.403 0 10-12 -mW 
N --111.936 -dBm 
I conn - 0.794 
nf conn - 1.259 
Df mar6 = 1.995 
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Capitals == dB, small - linear 
Transmit Power into Receiver 
Local Oscillator Power 
Mixer Conversion Loss 
MAR-4gain 
MAR-6gain 
200 kHz Bandwidth 
Antenna Noise Power (m mW) 
ImaseNoise 
Antenna Noise Power (m dBm) 
Connector and cable loss 
Connector and cable Doise figure 










S mix:= m(-L mix) Smix-0.126 Mixergain. 
NF mix := L mix + 0.5 Mixer Noise Figure 
af mix := Iin(NP mix) nf mix: -8.913 
G IFamp := 20·dB IF amplifier gain 
S IFamp := Iin(G IFamp) SIFamp -100 
afIFamp := 10 DfIFamp -10 
IF amplifier Noise Figure 
G IFfilter := -10·dB IF filter gain 
S IFfilter := m( G IFfilter) S IFfilter - 0.1 
1 
Df IFfilter := DfIFfilter -10 IF filter Noise Figure 
S IFfilter 
af=7.339 System Noise Fipre 
neq:= n·n( -11 neq -4.7-10 -mW Equivalent Input Noise Power 
N eq := db(n eq) N eq --103.279 -dBm 
Sin_max := - 20· dBm Maximum input signal 
SNR min := 10·dB Minimum Signal to Noise Ratio 
Sin_min := N eq + SNR min Minimum Input Signal 
Dynamic ;Range := S . - S . . - In_max in_min 
Dynamic_Range -71.279-dB 
A typical target wiD be approximately 20 dB below the coupling level. Thus if the coupling 
signal is situated exactly at the top end of the dynamic range, the resultant effective 
dynamic range will be 53 dB. However, since the coupling level is not known exactly for 











L ant_lice := 12·dB 
L ant := 30·dB 
S out_max =: 10·dBm 
S out_max := Sin_max + L antJice 
Mubaum Tnmsmit Power for DO d .... e: 
S out_max := Sin_max + L ant 
S out_max - SO ·dBm 
S out max:= S in max + L ant fice - - -
100 
Tx-Rx Antenna loss when fI.ciDg 
CoupliDs level 
Antennas looking into the ground 
Aotermu are facing each other 
MaxillRlm Input Power when traDsmitting 
(Max IDput (no damap> - +20 dBm) 
Antennas looking into the ground 
Antennas are ficing each other 
